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MT. WHEELER MINES, INC.
218 Felt Building


Salt Lake City 1, Utah


November 24, 1950


Dr. James A. Boyd, Administrator
Defense Minerals Administration
Department of-the Interior
Washington 25, D.C.


Dear Sir:


We are submitting herewith three copies of an appli-
cation for a Mine Exploration and Development Loan, pursuant to
Sections 302 and 303 of the Defense Production Act of 1950, and
in accordance with the recent information releases from your de-
partment covering this subject. Any additional information which
may be required will be promptly forwarded to you upon request.


The Abstract of Application, which follows this
O letter, will serve to give you a concise summary of our loan re-


quest. The elements of the Application are based upon the find-
ings of three independent groups of examining geologists, and
their separate reports, maps and recommendations are appended
thereto as exhibits.


For additional information regarding the Operator
who will direct this development progron, reference is made to
your U.S.B.M. Information Circular Number 7497, dated April,
1949.


6


Thank you for your kind consideration in this
matter.


Very truly yours,


' VT. WIEELER MINES, INC.
' By


James D. Williams
President


JDW-K







ABSTRACT OF APPLICATION


1. Property


Situated in T. 12 N., R. 68 E., Mt. Diablo B. & M., White Pine County,
Nevada. Seven patented and nine loca.ted claims, under lease and option
to purchase to James D.Williams, and assigned to Mt. Wheeler Mines,
Inc.


2. Geology and Ore


The measured Cambrian section is very similar to that of the Pioche and
Eureka, Nevada, districts where large bodies of replacement ore have been
developed and mined. Main N. 100 E. St. Lawrence fissure zone can be
traced for 12,000 feet on surface of patented claims from elevation
9,200 to 11,800 feet, with widths varying from 4 to over 30 feet. Fis-
sure is well mineralized over its entire length with lead-silver ore
shoots making at intersections with N. 60° - 70° E. cross fractures.


3. Proposed Development


(a) Emiension of Bonanza adit at elevation 8,075 feet, a distance of
2,100 feet on N. 66° E. course, to intersect N. 100 E. St. Law-
rence fissure at depth of 1,580 feet, in Upper St. Lawrence lime-
stone. This is ,considered a favorable horizon because of the thin
bedded carbonous nature of limestone. ¯~~¯


(b) Drift on St. Lawrence fissure N. 100 E., a distance of 3,400 feet
through base of St. Lawrence limestone to shale contact where a
strong N. 70° E. fissure intersection pr jects. This is the most
important and, therefore, the primary objective.


(c) Diamond drilling into upper and lower favorable beds as drift ad-
vances north. .


(d) Raises into upper favorable beds at points 1,100, 2,100 and 3,300
feet north in drfit.


. Manpower and Equipment


All proposed development will be contracted on a footage basis. Con-
tractor has immediately available a full crew and all necessary equip-
ment to complete this development program as outlined. Ample mine
labor is currently available in this area for subsequent production
requirements.







5. Cost and Time Estimates


(a) Estimated Cost


(1) Road construction
(2) 2,100 feet crosseut © Š26.50/Ft.
(3) 3,400 feet drift 30.00
(4) 5,000 feet D.D. 3.50
(5) 800 feet .raise 30.00


(6) Contingeñcy 10%
(7) Supervision and overhead


Total


$ 5,000.00
55,650.00


102,000.00
17,500.00
24,000.00


204,150.00
20,415.00
25,4)).00


Š250,000.00


(b) Estimated Time


(1) Preparation
(2) 2,100 ft. drive to fissure
(3) 3,400 ft. drift and D.D.
(4) 800 ft. raises


1 Month
6 "


18 Months


6. Inferred ore


(a) Tonnage (projected from surface workings)


(1) Red Oxide projection 83,400 Tons
(2) Black Oxide projection 120,750 "
(3) Old Moon projection 100,067 "


Totai 304,217 Tons


(b) Grade (average of recent shipments from surface)


Silver 8.55 Oz.
Lead 19.2
Lasol 4.7 %
Iron 4.6 %
Lime 27.3 %


7. Production Forecast (After completion of development).


50 tons per day after one month
100 tons per day after six months '
150 tons per day after one year
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INDEX TO APPLICATION


1. Application for Development Loan Application


2. Plan and Section of Proposed Development Exhibit "A"


3. Other Pertinent Information Exhibit "B"
(a) Footage Contract Bid Pages 1 and 4
(b) U.S. Bureau of Mines


Correspondence Pages 2 and 3
(c) Settlement Sheets of


Recent Shipments Pages 6 to 9


A. Report by Earl B. Young, Paul Gemmill and
L. G. Thomas, Geologists, Combined Metals
Reduction Company, 218 Felt Building,
Salt Lake City, Utah


5. Report by Louis W. Cramer and Alfred M. Buranek,
' Geologists, 512 Atlas Building, Salt Lake


City, Utäh


6. Report by P. A. Laylander, Geologist, Stanford,
California, covering aerogeologic mapping of
the area, based upon large-scale vertical ,
stereoscopic color air photography


Exhibit "C"


Exhibit "Du


Exhibit "E"
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APPLICATION FOR DEVEIDPMENT IDAN
Submitted By


MT . WHEELER MINES, INC .


I NAME OF MINE


A This property is known as the St. Lawrence Mine and is located in Township
12 N., Range 68 E., Mt. Diablo Base and Meridian, White Pine County, Neva-
da, approximately five miles south of Wheeler Peak, the highest point of the
Snake Range, Present operator is the Mt. Wheeler, Mines, Inc., 218 Felt
Building, Salt Lake City, Utah.


B The mine has had only desultory small lessee operations during the past
thirty-one years. The most recent operations were conducted by Messrs. Hulse,


.. Cottino and Robison, of Pioche, Nevada, during the years 1948 and 1949.


C Prior to 1919, the mine was operated by the present owner, St. Lawrence Min-
ing Company, 803 Wilder Building, Rochester 4, New York.


II PRODUCTION AND HISTORY


A_ Production prior to 1919 consisted of a few hundred tons of high grade lead-
silver ore produced from the area of the Hudson tunnel at elevation 9,687 to
9,890 feet, and averaged about 75% lead and la ounces silver per ton. The
ore was undoubtedly sorted very closely for pack-train transportation off
the mountain.


B The last named lessees built a winding "Jeep" road from Pole Canyon to the
Hudson tunnel area in 1948 and mined four lots of lead-silver ore from the
Red Oxide and Black Oxide claims aggregating some 46 tons _ averaging 19.2¾
lead and 8.55 ounces silver per ton. Hauling costs=down the mountain were
excessive and the working season very short, thus prompting the lessees to
cease operations.


O Brief History of Property


The seven patented claims were originally located in the early '70's by
Frank Williams and William Bacon. Several small lot shipments of high gr de
lead-silver ore were made up to 1903. In that year the present company was -
incorporated, and the Hudson tunnel, at elevation 9,687 feet, was driven. A
number of high grade shipments were made from this tunnel. In June of 1917,
U.S. patents were granted on the seven claims to the St. Lawrence Mining Com-
pany. In 1919 the Bonanza tunnel in Lincoln Canyon, at elevation 8,075 feet,
was started and driven some 350 feet on.a N. 66o E. course. Financial diffi-
culties forced a cessation of operations in 1920 and the property has remain-
ed idle fran that date except for intermittent lessee operations, all of which
were on a very small scale. In April and June of 1943, James D. Williams ex-
amined the property, but was unable to conclude a satisfactory contract with
the owners at that time. In August, 1948, Messrs. Hulse, Cottino and Robison
of Pioche, Nevada, secured a lease and option to purchase from the .owner and
located nine additional claims covering the Bonanza tunnel site. In July,
1950, James D. Williams negotiated an option and assignment from these lessees
on.both groups of claims. In November, 1950, the Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc., was
organized and all contracts were assigned to this company. Prelininary financ-







ing in the amount of $25,000.00 was completed for the purpose of engineering
and geology, legal services, location of protective claims, the establishment
of field headquarters, and to provide for the option payments.


III PROPOSED WORK AND COST ESTIMATES


A_-Proposed program of development anticipates the following work: ·


l. Extending the Bonanza crosscut adit N. 66° E., in the upper St. Lawrence
limestone in Lincoln Canyon, at elevation 8,075 feet, a distance of 2,100
feet, to cut the main N. 100 E. St. Lawrence fissure at approximately


. 1,580 feet below the surface as shown by Exhibit ">A" .


. 2. Drifting north on the St. Lawrence fissure a distance of 3,400 feet to
cut through the base of the St. Lawrence limestone in the area where.the
Canaan quartz fissure (striking N. 700 E.) intersects the St. Lawrence.
fissure (striking N. 70 - 100 E.) on the Red Oxide clain.


3. Diamond drilling the upper and lower favorable horizons as follows:


(a) Upper St. Lawrence 3,000 Feet
(b) Base of St. Lawrence . 500 "
(c) Lower bed in shale 1,500 "


Total , 5,000 Feet


4. Raises from adit level into upper beds as follows:


.(a) Upper St. Lawrence
1. At 1,100 feet in North drift 300 Feet
2. At 1,700 feet in North drift 400 "


(b) Base of St. Lawrence
1. At 3,300 feet in North drift 100 "
Total 800 Feet


5. Estimated Costs


(a) Proposed development work


1.· Road construction .
2. 2,100 feet adit @ Š26.50/Ft.
3. 3,400 feet drift @ 30.00/Ft.
4. 5,000 feet D.D. @ 3.50/Ft.
5. 800 feet raises @ 30.00/Ft.


Subtotal
6. Contingency - 10f
7. Supervision and-overhead


Total Development Progron


(b) Camp and mine after development


1. Camp for 30 men
2. Mine equipment
3. Construction labor


Total Overall Requirements


Š 5,000,00
55,650.00


102,000.00
17,500.00
24,000.00


Š2,0A,150.00
20,415.00
2),4)).00-


$250,000.00


$ 39,000.00
98,410.00
l),500.00


150,910.00
gh00,ÿlO.00
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Note It will not be necessary to provide for camp and mine
facilities until such time as the development program
is fully completed and the several ore zones well ex-
plored.


B Equipment available:


No equipment or other facilities are available at the property at this
time.


C_ New equipment and facilities required (after development) :


1. Mine equipment
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)


(g)
(h)
(i)


(k)
(1)


(o)
(p)
(q)


(s)


Buildings and bins
Powder magazine -
Fuel storage tank
Power lines
Compressor - 1,075 ft. 3/min - diesel
Drills ( 2 sinkers @ $315.00


(10 stoppers 500.00
( 2 drifters 815.00


Drill accessories
Ore cars- 12 @ 500.00
Diesel-electric generator 25 KVA 440/60/3 Ph
Timber
Pipe lines, etc.
Steel, bits and repair parts
Blacksmith tools and supplîes
Timber framing equipment
Electric and gas welding equipment
Battery locomotive - batteries and charge panel
Eimco 12-B mucking machine
Slushing equipment and tuggers
Powder and other mine supplies


.(t) Add construction labor
Subtotal


2. Camp equipment (for 30 men)
(a) Bunkhouse facilities
(b) Messhall and equipment
(c) Engineering and business office
(d) Water supply, sewage & grading
(e) Electrical and gas facilities


(f) Add: construction labor
Subtotal


Total


$ 7,500.00
1,000.00-
1,000.00
1,000.00


25,000.00


7,260.00


1,200,00
6,000.00
4,500.00.
3,000.00
3,500.00
5,000,00


500.00
750.00


1,000.00
12,000.00


3,200.00
10,000.00


5,000.00
98,410.00
6,000.00


104,410.00


17,000.00
12,000.00


5,500.00
. 3,000.00


1,500.00
39,000.00
7,poo.oo


A6,5oo.oo
#150,910.00


D_ Present employees:


There are no present employees other than the Operator. All accounting,
6 legal, engineering and geological services are being furnished without


cost by arrangement with Combined Metals Reduction Company.
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E_ Estimated additional employees:


. 1. Development period


It is planned to.complete the development program by contracting all
work on a footage basis. At present a firm bid has been made by the
Centennial Development Company, Inc., of Eureka, Utah, to drive the
Bonanza adit 2,100 feet to the N. 100 E. St. Lawrence fissure and to
drift an initial distance of 1 000 feet north on the fissure. This
company has its own staff and crew of miners; therefore, no addition-
al new labor will be required during the development period. See Ex-
hibit "29" for terms of contract bid.


2. Production period
Based upon a minimum production of 100 tons of ore per day, the fol-


. . lowing addîtional employees will be required:


Number Classification Rate Day


1 Mechanic and welders Šl3.00 '
1 Blacksmith 13.00
1 Cook 10.00
3 Cook's helpers 8.00
2 Motormen 13.00
2 Swampers 12.00


16 Miners 13.00
4 Timbermen . 13.00
6 Slusher operators 12.00


Muckers - 12.00
40 .


Experienced labor of all classifications is available in this area be-
cause of its nearness to the two important mining centers; i.e., Pioche,
Nevada, 80 miles to the south, and Ely, Ruth, Kimberly and McGill, Neva-
da, 40 miles to the northwest. United States and Nevada Employment
services list these districts as surplus labor areas.


F Milling ore:


1. Ore of milling grade will be treated at the Caselton mill of Combined
Metals Reduction Company, near Pioche, Nevada.


2. The distance to this mill is approximately 76 miles.


3. The ore will be hauled by truck, probably on a contract basis, since a
number of hauling contractors have their headquarters in Pioche and Ely,
Nevada.


.G Estimated production:


Initial production has been estimated at not less than 50 tons per day
within a period of 30 days after completion of the development work as out-
lined in this application. If ore conditions reasonably approximate those
found in other districts of similar geologic nature, it semus reasonable to


O predicate a gradual increase in this initial production to about 100 tons
per day at the end of six months and possibly 150 tons per day by the end
of the first year, after completion of development.


e







H Estimated development time:


1. Time required for preparation 1 Month
2. Driving 2,100 feet adit 6 "
3. Drifting 3,400 feet and diamond drilling 8 "
4. Raising and preparation for production _) "


Total Time 18 Months


It is estimated that initial production of 50 tons per day will be ac-
complished in eighteen months from the time of starting the development
program.


I Accessibility of mine:


A typical desert road winds approximately 4 miles from the county highway,
in the valley floor, to the upper campsite in Lincoln Canyon af elevation
7,710 feet. There is n,o present road from this point to the Bonanza tun-
nel site, a distance of some 1,200 feet. Construction of an adequate road
between these two points presents no great problem, and can probably be
accomplished in about two weeks at a cost not to exceed $3,500.00. This
road would be fully adequate to meet all development needs.


It is anticipated that the road from the valley floor to the campsite will
be aligned and properly.graded, which will probably take two weeks and cost
about $1,500.00. Considerable assistance has been promised from White Pine
County in building these roads.


J Estimated price of metals required:


Under current price levels for wa'ges, freight, treatment and operating sup-
plies, the present market price.s.for metals appear to be adequate for suc-
cessful operation on the grade of ore anticipated. These quotations as of
November 15, 1950, are as follows:


Silver ŠO.90 Per Ounce
Lead 0.17 " Pound
Zinc 0.175 " Pound


IV ESTIMATED OE ESERVES (TO BE DEVELOPED)


A Measured ore:


There is no measured ore which can be produced at a profit because of the
uneconomic operating conditions at the elevations where known ore exists.


B Indicated ore:


There is no indicated ore for the same reasons given in A above,


C Inferred ore:


Sufficient geological evidence has been adduced permitting an analogy to
be made with the Pioche and Eureka, Nevada, districts," Based upån this
geological inference and similarity with geological conditions in the
Pioche area, the examining geologîsts feel that commercial orebodies are
to be anticipated.







Many ore shoots occur along the strike length of the St. Lawrence fissure
which would be commercial if the location were such as to be~readily ac-
cessible for trucking and all-year operation. The Bonanza adit and North
drift, at elevation 8,075 feet, will cut these ore shoots on projection
and will, therefore, render them commercial by providing accessibility.
See projections, Exhibit "A" , pages / "V2 inclusive.


The known lengths of these surface ore shoots, within the area encompassed
by this proposed development, are as follows:


1. Red Oxide claim - Elevation 10,160 feet


(a) At open cut above cabin 30 Feet
(b) In tunnel below cabin _20_ "


120 " 120 Feet


2. Black Oxide claim - Elevation 9,800 feet


(a) Upper Hudson tunnel 40 Feet
(b) Lower Hudson tunnel 2 "


210 " 210 "


3. Old Moon claim - Elevation 9,600 feet


(a) Lincoln Canyon to dike 190 Feet


Total 520 Feet


Thus, _120- =. 15.3%, representing the percentage of the total fissure
3400 ---


length in this immediate area known to contain shipping ore on the sur-
face.


The average width of the fissure zone at these points is in excess.of
fifteen feet with at least four feet of shipping ore in the central portion
as indicated by the assay map which accompanies this application.


The inferred ore in these three shoots may be calculated as follows (àt 12
cu, ft. per ton in place):


Red Oxide claim


Elevation 10,160 Feet
Elevation drift 8,07) "


Difference 2,085 "


(2.085) (120) (4) = 83,400 Tons 83,400 Tons
12 .


Black Oxide clain


Elevation . 9,800 Feet
Elevation drift 8,075 "


Difference 1,726 "


(1.725) (210) (4) = 120,750 Tons 120,750
12
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Old Moon claim


Elevation 9,655 Feet
Elevation drift 8,075 "


Difference 1,580 "


(1.580)1(190) (4) = 100,067 Tons 100.067 Tons


Total Inferred Tonnage on Projection 304,217 Tons .


The grade of this inferred ore should approximate that of recent lessee oper-
ations, in which little effort was made to sort the ore, since loading was
from surface cuts by means of a slusher. These shipments averaged (see ship-
ping records, Exhibit "P" , pages 6/o 9 , inclusive):


Gold 0.01 Oz.
Silver 8.55 Oz.
Lead 19.2 ¾
Zinc 1.2 %
Insol 4.7 §
Iron 4.6 %
Lime 27.3


The impossibility of making an accurate forecast of the tonnage and grade of
this inferred ore is fully realized by all who have contributed to this appli-
cation. However, the very strong mineralization along this St. Lawrence fis-
sure, over a known strike length of some 12,000 feet, must be given full weight
and consideration in making such an evaluation. In view of this, we submit
that our calculated inferred tonnage is of the proper magnitude.


It will be noted that no effort has been made to infer ore which will undoubted-
ly make in the three most favorable beds; i.e., upper St. Lawrence,.base of St.
Lawrence and lower shale bedding. Materially added ore reserves are to be anti-
cipated from these horizons.


V REPORTS ON PROPERTY


Attached hereto are the following reports covering recent examinations of this
property,


(a) By Louis W. Cramer and Alfred M. Buranek, 512 Atlas Building,
Salt Lake City, Utah, dated July 20, 1950, marked Exhibit __j?_' .


(b) By Earl B. Young, Paul Gemmill and L. G. Thomas, 218 Felt Build-
ing, Salt Lake City, Utah, dated October, 1950, marked Exhibit


"C" . '


(c) By P. A. Laylander, Fallon, Nevada, dated November 23, 1950,
marked Exhibit 2, (This re'port covers aerogeologic mapping
of the area, based upon large-scale vertical stereoscopic color
air photography.)







VI EXPERIENCE OF OPERATOR '


This proposed development program will be under the direction of James D. Will-
iams, Manager of Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc. Mr. Williams is a graduate engineer
with fifteen yearst experience as a mine operator on his own a,cc'ount, as fol-
lows:


1935-1937 Imperial Mine Ludlow, Califonaia
1937-1940 Black Eagle Mine Indio, California
1940-1944 Darwin Lead-Silver Darwin, California
1944-1950 Harrington Mine Milford, Utah
1950- St. Lawrence Mine Shoshone, Nevada


Operator became associated with Combined Metals Reduction Company in November,
1948, while at the Harrington Mine, near Milford, Utah, and reference is made
to that Company for additional information regarding Operator's qualifications.


VII ADDITIONAL INFORMATION


(a) Mr. A. C. Johnson, Chief, Mining Division, Region III, U.S. Bureau of
Mines, Reno, Nevada, has informed us that Region III has previously ex-
amined this property. See letter, Exhibit 29|, pages ?"+/gy,


(b) Mr. Joshua E. Spurr of the United States Geological Survey, covered this
area in 1903, and his report may be found in U.S.G.S. Bull. No. 208 at
pages 25 to 35, inclusive.


(c) Vertical photographic coverage was made by the U.S. Geological Survey La
October, 1945, under project GS-BW, Shoshone No, 2, Nevada.


VIII ATTEMPTED FBIANCING


This mining venture has been submitted to three operating mining companies during
the past four months. The mer_i.t of the proposed development program was not
questioned in any instance, but, notwithstanding this, funds were not forthcom-
ing. The only reason given was that of thipresent unfavorable tax treatment of
risk, or venture, capital in the highly speculative field of mining, From this
it appears that private capital is not available for this project.


Respectfully submitted,


MT . WHEELER MINES, INC .
By


d' James D. Williams ·
President


November 24, 1950
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HAROLD B.SPENCER,PREBmENT


ROBERT E. WATT, SEC'Y-TREAMUREN


CENTENNIAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, INC.
MINING CONTRACTORS ,


EUREKA, UTAH


August 23, 1950


Mr. James D. Williams
757 South Berendo 501
Los Angeles 5, Californu


Dear Mr. Williams:


Our price for driving of your tunnel located at
the St. Nwrence mind.ng property in 'Thite Pine County, Nevada
would be $26.50 per linear foot, plus conditional prices listed
below. Our 'G2erstanding of the specifications is as follows:


1. Length: approximately 2100* to vein, plus 700* alonc vein


2. Sise: 6 x 71 minimum, 1 x 144 open ditch on left side


3. Grade: i of 15
(Iþ


l. Track: 20 lb. rail, 18" gauge, 4 x 6" ties on 3* centers


5. Pipe: 3" air line, 1" water lhe, 16" steel vent line


6. Time schedule: 500* per month, after two weeks setting up.


In cage of .gound requiring timber (by standards
of safe mining practiceLÑcurd be an additional $10.00 per foot
of tunnel, which would cover standard Oregon Fir 6 8", 2" 1agged
drift sets an 61 centera and removal of enougþ' additional ground
to allow 6 x 7* inside of timbers. In case of exceptionally bad
grannd,: requiring spiling or heavier timber than specified above,
we would bequire a chuse allowing for a negotiated contract for
the duration of the ppecial conditions. In regard to water, we are
prepared to handle any reasonable amount, and are as experienced as
anyone in dealing with it. We would ask that we be allowed release
only if water conditions become obviously impossible, decision on
this to be lig mutual agreement between owner and contractor.


We would require full pyment by the 10th of the
month following completion of work done accèrding to stecifications,
measurement to be by owner.


Very truly yours


CSU Inc.











UNITED STATES 2.


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF MINES


Mining Division 4 NOW CUSTOMHOUSE


Regi.on IV DENVER I, COLORADO


September 19, 1990


Mr. James D. Williams -
797 South Berendo #$01
Los Angeles 6, California


Dear Jim:


I am returning the report by Cramer and Buranek, on your .
lead-silver deposits in White Pine County, Nevada. I read the
report with considerable interest, as I am familiar with the
general area. The report, maps, and pictures together present the
story rather well. . '


As you know, Nevada is outside of my jurisdiction. I
suggest you send the data to Mr. A. C. Johnson, U. S. Sureau of'.


O Lunes, P. O. Box 1991, Reno, Nevada. I1m sure Mr. Johnson will be
Laterested in the report, whether he con do anything about it is
another matter.


. I thought you were going to get out of the mining game,
but I guess you are like the others who get bitten by the bug.


Sincerely yours,


Paul T. Allsman
Chief, Mining Division


Englosure l'


Coþy tos A. C. Johnson
6
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UNITED STATES .


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF MINES


Mining Division Nevada - California P. C. Box 1551
2egion III . Reno, Neyada


Sept. 29, 1950


James D. Willions
757 South Serendo, g501,
Los Angeles 5, California


Dear Mr. Williams:


This will acknowledge your letter of September 22
enclosing a report on the St. Lawrence mine prepared by
Cromer and Buranek.


The Mining Livision of Region III has examined
the St. Lawrence mine in White Pine County, Nevada. In the
event that you are in Reno during the week of October 1,
I will be glad to discuss the property with you.


Very truly yours,


e Jr
' .A. c.. J on, Chief


Mining Division
Region III
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HAROLO B. SPENCER. PREsiDENT


ROBERT E. WATT, SEc'Y-TREAsumER


CENTENNIAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, INC.
MINING CONTRACTORS


EUREKA. UTAH


Mr. James D. Tilliams
757 South Berendo # 501


. Los Angeles 5, Cal.


Dear Er, lilliams:


Confirming our conversationof Sun&ay, you.ask
that we submit a new bid oovering 5000' of S' wide by
74 to 8' high tunnel, the prioe to be firm for the 2100
feet to the vein, but to be open for re-negotiation when
con&itions to be met along the vein are known. Track
gange is to be 24", vent line 18", with 20 lb. rail and
3" and 1" air and water lines. Tent line and rail will
not necessarily be how,' tut will be in good serviceable
condition. You will sunply 12 mine oars, 35 on. ft.
capacity, at no charge to to, we to guarantee their return
in good condition on comoletion of the job. You will
build a truck road to the dump and will keep a small ,
snow plow on the job.


In connection with the work beyond 2100', we
are ouite sure that additional ventilation, beyond a 25 KP
fan at the portal, will be re-uired if a footage rate of
anywhere near 500' per month is to be maintained. If it
is needed, the cost would be considerable and it would
have to be stood by you, since we are not in a position
to gamble on the possibility, and have not allowed for the
equipment in our bid.


If a contract is signet, we cannot guarantee a
starting date earlier than January 15, 1951, although we
expect we could start by Jan. 1.


Under the above conditions, our bid would be
$32.50 per linear foot.


In connection with our original bid for the 6 x 7'
tunnel, with 18" track gauge and 16" vent line, you have
stated that the used rail and vent line would be acoeptable.
If you want this size tunnel, with a change to 24" track
gange and 18n vent line, we will do it for the original
prioe, with you supplying 9 35 on, ft, ears as above, Xith
these ooneessions, our tid will stand for the 2100* to the


(i







Yr, James D. Villiams
Oct. 16, 1950


-2-


vein, but we must ask that a renogotiation clause be
inserted for the work on the vein, and that the possible
increased ventilation reonirements be included in the
renegotiation as above,


3ur original tid was made before the effects
of the war condition were fullv realized, and with the
increases in wages, taxes and material and machinery costs
which have already occurred, we are afraid it is a little
low, However, we will stand by it under the a>ove condi-
tions. I ho,e that if you and the Combined retals people
use their ioche costs for 8 x 8 rifts as a -arastick,
von will realize that there are some verv considerable
extra costs involved in onerating out in a place like
that, I kr.ow you must understand this from your own
experience, and you can be sure that we are well aware
of it. I frankly feel that the 93],50 price is still 'a


. prett,¿ low, but am willing to _take the chance on it
because of the good possibilites of considerably more
work being done.


I certainly hope that you are successful in
O getting this work under way and that we will be able to


do the work for you,


3incer y yours


(i
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE
ST. IAWRENCE MINE


WHITE PINE COUNTY, NEVADA


SUMMARY


1. The St. Lawrence Mine is located near the summit of the Snake Range at
an elevation of about 10,000 feet, is reached by a narrow mountain rogd with
many switchbacks, and because of this inaccessibility and short operating season
cannot be operated profitably with present facilities.


2. The lead-silver ore of the St. Lawrence Fissure occurs as blobs..or nar-
row streaks along a steeply dipping zone in rather massive limestone, Ehe zone'
striking N 7 to 10 E. These blobs consist of galega and cerussite which carry
silver in a ratio of about one ounce of silver to two to four percent of lead.
The ore occurrences seem to be.localized by intersection of the zone with cross
breaks that strike N,30 to 60 E and usually dip steeply. Between the intersec-
tions the zone is undeveloped and is probably low-grade or barren. The greatest
crossfracturing, greatest development and strongest mineralization was observed
in the vicinity of North Fork of Lincoln Canyon. This canyon itself may well
mark strong northeast fracturing with a dike or two. There is no present or_e re-
serve.


3. Tup other fissures were observed in the area. One is a strong quarts
fissure which can be followed by intermittent outcrops for a mile or more. It.
stiikes N 75.E and dips about 75 degrees to the north and is marked on the map by
the o14,Canaan,1ode claim, Lot No. 39. The other fissure outcrops on the Shef-


.field Lot No. 40, strikes N 45 E, dips about 75 northwest and contains high grade
silver-lead ore. Associated with it we observed a 30-foot band of dolomatized
limestone.


4. Igneous activity is represented - (1) By the large granitic batho-
lith, conspicuous on the east slopes of Mt. Wheeler, extending for many miles
along the east side of the Snake Range and probably underlying much of the area;
and.(2) by several porphyritic dikes which strike northeasterly and'are found in
bóth the Lincoln and Pole canyon areas. The largest dike outcrops on the Canaan
claim and has been traced for several hundred feet.


5. Faulting is abundant in the area and occurs with much variation in
strikes and dips. In general, displacements are small.


6. Two examinations, covering five days and three days, were made of the
property. Several plans.for development were discussed and after studying the
larger geological features of the mountain, the detail of the various mineral
showings and making careful measurement of the Cambrian log in Pole Canyon, we
agreed on a general plan of exploration.


Many years ago an adit was started in Lincoln Canyon at elevation
8075 to be driven about N 66 E some 2100 feet to intersect the St. Lawrence
Fissure, then explore the zone by drifting northerly and southerly to develop
favorable intersection in favorable lime beds. This adit was advanced 350 feet
and is now in good condition. We believe that continuation of this crosscut
adit and drift offers the most practical method of exploring the property with







the hope of successful and profitable operation. This adit, known as the "Bo-
nanza Tunnel", should intersect the zone at a depth of about 1600 feet below
present workings and should be in the St. Lawrence limestone which, because of
its thin bedding and carbonaceous nature, should be favorable for ore deposi-
tion. ^Študylf our maps will show that the entire St. Lawrence limestone has
favorable characteristics as a host for ores, with the upper section and the .


' basal ortion being especially attractive. Intersection of these beds will re-
quire 3400"feet of drifting northerly on the zone. This drifting of 3400 feet
should reach the intersection of the strong N 75 5 Canaan fissure with the St.
Lawrence fissure zone. Possibility of an orebody at this point seems very good.


7. Our investigations lead us to believe that there are at lea_st three
favorable horizons. Factors considered important are such things as favorable
stratigraphic g6sition, contacts of beddings with different physical and chemi-
cal characteristics, thin bedded structure in certain limestones, and the abun-
dance of carbonaceous material in certain horizons. In the entire log three
beds believed to be most favorable are - (1) The 15 foot limestone about 45
feet above the quartzite; (2) the basal portion of the St. Lawrence limestone,
and (3) the upper portion and contact of the St. Lawrence limestone with the
overlying Lincoln limestone.


8. Preliminary work such as location of protective claims, the building
of a good mine road, a suitable temporary camp, organizational expense and funds
to meet early option payments are estimated to require $25,000.00. .


9. The success of this exploratory project would develop an important
O new mining district, and would add materially to our national mineral resour-


ces.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE
ST . LAWRENCE MINE


WHITE PINE COUNTY, NEVADA


By
Earl B. Young . -
Paul Gemmill
L. G. Thomas


Introduction


In early October, accompanied by J. D. Williams and Harry Poller, we made
a five day examination of the St. Lawrence Mine and the area adjacent thereto.
As it was obvious that the presently known deposits could not be worked profit-
ably because of inaccessibility and short season, the examination became largely
a study of general geological conditions and determination of some method of de-
velopment which would permit of year-round work and offer some hope of profit.


Several weeks later we spent three days making additional observations in
the area. During this second visit we examined the strong N 75 E quarts fissure
which outcrops on the patented Canaan lode, Lot No. 39 and the silver-lead fis-
sure that outcrops on the patented Sheffield Lode Lot 40, these claims having
been acquired after our first visit. Also, we found much additional.evidence of
dikes and of secondary dolomatisation in the area.


As a result of our studies and much discussion, we agreed on the location
of the exploratory adit at elevation 8075 in Lincoln Canyon, using the old adit
as the starting place. In this report'We attempt to present the geological evi-
dence to justify the driving of this adit.


. At the conclusion of our report we have added the report on the property
by Cramer and Buranek, made in July of this year. It contains some data that
will not be repeated in our report.


General Comments


This property, the St. Lawrence Mine, is located high in the Snake Range
of eastern White Pine County, Nevada. Elevation varies from 9,000 to 12,000
feet. The property is reached by a jeep mine road with many switchbacks which
is about eight miles from the Kirkeby Ranch on one of the valley roads.


Climate is typical of this area and elevation. Snows prevent operation
except for a fey months each year. There is a large stand of good mine timber
on tEi patented claims. Water of good quality is available from springs in
South Fork of Lincoln Canyon. ,We are informed that a water right of 100 inches
on Grouse Springs is part of the deal.-


The topography is extremely rugged being marked by many deep, precipitous
" . camyons and sheer cliffs. The area is entered by roads, such as they are, up


Pole Canyon and Lincoln Canyon.







Property Ownership


The property consists of seven patented mining claims owned by the St.
Lawrence Mining Company, Rochester, New York, known as Cave, Snow Bird, Green
Land, Pass Word, Red Oxide, Black Oxide and Old Moon, all under Survey 4289;
nine unpatented lode claims owned by Victor Cottino and associates of Pioche,
Nevada, known as Bonanza Nos. 2 to 10 inclusive; and four patented claims re-
cently acquired by J. D. Williams by tax sale from White Pine County; Washing-
ton Lot No. 37, Young America Lot No. 38, Canaan Lot No. 39 and Sheffield Lot
No. 40. Control of all groups now rests with Mr. Williams of Los Angeles, Cal-
ifornia. All of these claims are shown on the property map.


There are several old log cabins on the mountain which could be used temp-
orarily, but there is little equipment other than a small hoist and slusher on
the Red Oxide clain.


History


The claims were located in the '70's by Frank Williams and William Bacon.
They are reported to have shipped high grade lead ore but few records are avail-
able. Small operations continued from time to time untîl 1903. In that year
the Hudson Tunnel was driven at elevation 9687 on the fissure in the north wall
of Lincoln Canyon and shipments were made ima the U.S. Smelting Company. Ship-
ments are said to have averaged about 75¾ lead and 18 ounces silver. In June,
1917, the claims were patented by the St. Lawrence Mining Company. U.S. Smelt-
ing Refining & Mining Company is said to have examined the property and reported
favorably but that war prevented action.


lik
In 1919 the Bonanza Tunnel was started at elevation 807 in Lincoln Canyon


and advanced 350 feet. Desultory leasing prevailed until 1948, when James Hultz
Victor Cottino and Shirley Robison took a lease and option on the property and
built the jeep road to the summit. Shipments from surface workings ran fran
11.5% lead to 30.4%, with silver assaying from 5.23 ounces to 13.95 ounces per
ton. Gold is negligible. Iron runs from 2.2% to 7.6¾; lime from 20% to 30%
and insoluble about 5%.


Mr. J. D. Williams first examined the claims in 1943, but did not become
interested until 1950. At that time he took an assignment of the lease and op-
tion on the patented claims and an option to lease and purchase the unpatented
claims. He now proposes to extend the Bonanza Tunnel 2100 feet and develop the
main fissure zone about 1600 feet below the old workings.


Financial Matters


The Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc. has been incorporated in the State of Nevada
for 2,000,000 shares at Šl.00 par, and has plans to develop the mineral resour-
ces of the area.


The patented claims owned by the St. Lawrence Mining Company are optioned
at a total price of $100,0_00.00. Under the terms of the agreement $5000.00 is
to be paid on or before December 31, 1951. The balance is to be paid by Decem-


O ber 31, 1958, with royalty of 10% of the net smelter Value applying on the pur-
chase.







The unpatented claims are optioned at a total price of $26,000.00;
$6,000.00 is to be paid by May 31, 1951. The balance is to be paid by December
31, 1254, with a royalty of 5% applying. Royalty applies on all production from
the unpatented claims and on the production from the patented claims after de-
duction of the 10% outlined above.


Description of Workings on
the St. Lawrence Fissure


The several adits and numerous diggings are all located on or near the _one
strong North 100 East fault-fissure zone, dipping 75 to 850 West, and which ex-
tends for more than 12,000 feet along the surface through the property. The
fissure appears as a browñish stained-dolomitized shear zone which varies in -
widths from a few inches to a maximen of over 30 feet at generally North-East
crossings.


The principal or best exposed workings are listed and described as fol-
lows:


Upper Cabin at Elevation
10160 on Red Oxide Claim


Face of 20 foot adit shows spops of galena up to 8 inches in size.
Hoist and slusher installed here for sorting dump. Stained fracture zone of
principal N 10° E fissure is about 20 feet wide, possibly 50 feet throw with
west side down. Rounded chunks of galena ore in talus showing in open cut.


Il Small shafts and caved workîngs along the fissure to the south show
low-grade mineralization in zone from 10 to 20 feet widths. Spots of galena
from specks to 8 inch pieces in the vein.


Paul Gemmill sampled the best showing in the face of the 10100 drift -
an 1.8 foot cut of: .01 ounces gold; 5.99 ounces silver; 11.4¾ lead; and 1.2%
zine Also the 10000 foot adit, near face, an 18 inch cut of reddish oxide
assaying: 1.2 ounces silver; 7.7% lead and 2.9%1inc.


Hudson Tunnel at Elevation 9687 and
Upper Hudson at Elevation 9890 on
Black Oxide Clain


The Hudson Tunnel (adit) is about 700 feet in length, driven along the
principal fissure. The portal is caved, but old stopes indicate about three foot
lenses of galeda at intersections with N-E cross fissures. Samples taken by Mr.
Cramer show the best one foot remaining at: .015 ounces gold; 13.2 ounces sil-
ver and 26.1% lead. Two other fissures which are parallel to the main N 10° E
zone are indicated.


The Upper Hudson workings at 9890 has strong mineralization and ore on
three foot widths by 40 foot in length with replacement of about one foot of
high grade lead to east in bedding and a downward extension as a chimney and
open water course to the Hudson Tunnel, some 200 feet below. This ore forms at
a N 600 E series of crossings which dip from 750 NW to vertical. .







Highest and Most Northerly
Workings at Elevation about 11800 -
on Rim of Cliff. Cave Clain


A 12 foot shaft on the edge of Mt. Washington, east cliff, in black
Washington limestone shows ( pch pieces of semi-oxidized high grade lead and
limonite in a 38 foot stained fissure zone at intersection of East-West and
North-East fractures. Principal N 100 E fissure appears to continue on north-
wards towards the peak of Mt. Wheeler (elevation 13,061 feet).


There are several shallow pits along the zone to the south towards
the Upper Cabin workings which expose some limonite and indications of mineral.
These have not been deepened enough to reveal other than the continuity of the
main fissure.


South Side of Lincoln Canyon
Adit at Elevation 9500
Old Moon Claim


The principal showing on the south side of Lincoln Canyon is found on
the main N 10° E fissure at its intersection with a porphyry dike (N 65° E
dipping 85° NW) at the portal of Adit 9500. This adit is about 50 feet in
length exposing numerous small spots of galena scattered through the soft dolo-
mite on footwall of the porphyry.


Several tons of high grade lead ore has previously been mined with
about one ton remaining on the dump.


Paul Gemmill sampled a 15 inch cut of yellow oxides, here, which
assayed: 3.6 ounces silver and 5.2¾ lead.


Another cut by Paul Gemmill taken from a small pit on the fissure be-
low these workings showed 2 feet of: 4.7 ounces silver, 5 0 lead.


The other two or three diggings here on the south side of Lincoln Can-
yon, such as the 9320, 9400 and 9655, were mostly caved or filled with snow; they
appeared to be of lesser importance, except to expose parts of the principal fis-
sure.


A map showing the workings and sampling accompanies this report. It is
drawn on scale of 100 feet to one inch.


General Geology


This investigation was largely geological in nature and our observations will
be recorded in considerable detail. Pictures, sketches and maps are presented to
show the theory developed and the detail in support of the theory.


The sketch which shows an idealized north-south section through a portion of
the Snake Range, contains the following elements. At the north end, it shows Mt.
Wheeler, whîch until recently was considered the highest mountain in Nevada, ele-
vation 13,061. The mountain is part of a large central granitic intrusive mass
probably of Mesozoic age. Two thin sections made from pieces of float show the
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presence of considerable plagioclase feldspar and without careful study the
rock should classify as quartz monsonite to quartz diorite. It extends for
many miles, no doubt underlying the Cambrian sediments of the area that we vi-
sited and being connected genetically with the various mineral deposits of the
range.


We have indicated the probability that a minor cupola of igneous rock may
be .located in the neighborh_ood oÏ~Lincoln Canyon. This idea is based on the
presence of sever.al dikes that outcrop in the area where the strongest minerali-
zation'is seen. This õÎipola could be the concentrating point in the magma from
which the silver-lead vapours migrated up the northeast fractures to deposit the
metals in favorable beddings.


The sketch also shows the general attitude of the Cambrian sediments which
strike roughly east-west anul dip southerly about 120. The presently known ore-
bodies seem at times to have been localized near the top of the Lincoln lime,
because the contact with the overlying Washington formation (possibly upper Cam-


- brian) would have offered the conditions favorable for precipitation.


However, in Lincoln Canyon, sulphides are seen several hundred feet below
the contact with the Washington Formation.


The region is marked by metamorphism of several types. First, there is
the regional metamorphism as evidenced by the abundance of sericite in the
shales. Then there is the bleaching of the limestones by vulcanism. This is
more noticeable toward the north end of the area as ML. Wheeler is approached.
Locally, there is dolomitisation of the limestones near the fissures. Finally,
we have the effects of oxidation of the orebodies.


Stratigraphy


We wish to call attention to two sketches submitted by Paul Gemmill.
Sketch No. 1 shows the detail as measured on the slopes in-Pole Canyon. Sketch
No. 2 shows the correlation of the log thus determined with previously published
logs of Eureka, Nevada and Pioche, Nevada. With these sketches will also be
found a print from Dr. H. E. Wheeler's Composite Correlation Diagram appearing
in Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. 54, with the Mt. Wheeler section inserted.


Also submitted with the report is a panorama picture showing the location
of the measured section as viewed from the south rim of Pole Canyon, looking
northerly. Sketch No. 1, referred to above, shows much detail of the measured
section which will not be repeated here.


Generalization of the log is as follows:


Prospect Mountain
Quartaite


Thickness cannot be determined although this formation extends for miles
along the west flank of the range from Pole Canyon northward. In Pole Canyon
there is several hundred feet of thin-bedded quartzite with varying hardness.


O This has weathered into a step-like topography somewhat reminiscent of the
transitional sone in Pioche.


L







Pioche Shale


The measured section shows a total thickness of 350 feet. The shale con-
tains much sericite, ripple marks and worm trails. In places it resembles Pioche
Shale A. Forty-five feet above the highest quartzitic layer there is a lg foot
lime bed which is thin-bedded and medium gray (may be bleached) in color. At one
point this iimestone is altered almost white where scheelite and garnet appear
associated with a fairly strong east-west fissure. It is probably a good ore
horizon.


St. Lawrence Limestone


The total thic]kness of this limestone which we wish to designate the St.
Lawrence limestone is considered as 670 feet. This is divided into a lower,
dark gray, algal, medium to thin bedded lime 500 feet thick and an upper thin-
bedded black carbonac_eous limestone 170 feet thick. The lower 500 feet portion
has several variations as indicated on the drawing which may be used as marker
beds. This section is the most densely inhabited algal area we have ever had
opportunity to study.


The Bonann Tunnel was started and advanced 3)O feet in the top of the
upper thin-bedded section. At this location the limestone is extremely carbon-
aceous, being much darker than in the measured section. This is one instance
of increased bleaching as one goes northward toward Mt. Wheeler.


This limestone is believed to contain at least two good ore horizons -
one near the base, the other near the top in the thin, carbonaceous layers.


(I


Lincoln Limestone


It seemed appropriate to designate this thick, outstanding limestone as
the Lincoln Limestone.- It forms the impressive cliffs seen from Highway 93 and
in Lincoln Canyon. By rough triangulation the thickness was determined to be
1300,feet. This checks closely with the section as measured by difference of
elevation in Lincoln Canyon. This massive lime is white to gray in color and
shows much bleaching on the sides of the cliffs, being more intense toward the


. north. The presently known ore deposits are near the top of this limestone.
The central portion contains a softer layer of medium light to gray formation
which is indicated by the tree-line in the panorama photograph, and forms a
broad shelf among the cliffs. No fossils of consequence were found in this lime-
stone.


Washington Formation


This name has been chosen from Mt. Washington which rises to over 12,000
feet a short distance north of the mine. The formation was not measured but is
known to extend for several hundred feet up the slopes on the south side of
North Fork, Lincoln Canyon. Near the north cabin it covers the Lincoln lime-
stone on the west side of the main fissure, but not on the east side. This in-
dicates a drop of the western block of from 50 to 100 feet. The formation is
thin bedded¯ind shaly in places. That it may 68 Úpper Cambrian has been suggest-
ed by government geologists. Probably the middle Cambrian formation mentioned by
Lemon as shale is the shale Williams described as exposed in South Fork, Lincoln
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. Canyon. That could even be above some thrusting but anyway should be above our
Washington limestone.


Fissuring


The outstanding fissure zone of the area strikes N 7 to 10 E, is nearly
vertical or dipping slightly to the west, and can be traced for at least 12,000


, feet. It is not a simple fissure but a zone consisting of numerous slips and
mineralized bands with i total width varying from a few feet to 35 feet or more.
It has been exposed in many places by pits, tunnels and shafts.


There is a strong series of fractures which strike northeasterly from 30
to 600 and usually dip steeply to the southeast. The junction of these north-
easters with the N 7 E zone causes only small displacement but seems to deter-
mine the loci of greatest mineralization.


The Sheffield vein which strikes N 45 E and dips 75 degrees to the north-
west contained high grade silver lead ore. Dolomitization around the vein ex-
tends for about 30.feet and is considered as indicative of the strength and
character of the mineralizing solutions.


The Canaan vein which strikes N 75 E, dips about 75 degrees to the north-
west an'd can be traced by intermittent outcrops for a long distance across the
top of the mountain.. In one shaft it is over seven feet wide and in another
large pit the quartz stringers are scattered over at least twelve feet. These
silicious outcrops"äre believed to be indicative,of the existence of a very


O large amount of mineralizing solutions. If this interpretation is correct, the
intersections with the lower favorable limestone should mark the loci of very
substantial orebodies. It is proposed to extend the drift northward far enough
to test this probability.


Faulting


A study of the aerial photograph suggested numerous pos rful faults.
Strangely enough detail examination on the mountain failed to reveal many of
these supposed faults. Erratic dips on the north and west slopes of Lincoln
Mountain indicated a strong thrust, but as it would not project into the area
presently under consideration, it was not investigated.


In general, on the property there are many small faults of varying
strikes and dips. There is a displacement along the N E sone which varies
in places from mero to at least 50 feet in others, with the west side down.
There is much topographic evidence that there is a great series of faults which
strike fran N 30 to 60 E. Many small faults of this type were seen during the
examination and they seem to be most numerous in the North Fork area and on the
ridge immediately to the northwest of this canyon.


Near the point where the mine road crosses the Pole Canyon-Lincoln Canyog
divide there is a zone of fault brescia which strikes north-south.


Dikes


Several dikes outcrop on the property. One dike, which crosses the mine







road strikes N 65 E and is about 200 feet wide. An interesting feature at this
point was provided by the timber growth.. On the limestone the trees were all
mountain mhogany while on the dike large pines were growing.


Another dike with similar strike outcrops near the workings on the south
side of North Fork. Somewhat to the east there is another dike striking about
N 20 E.


The presence of these dikes together with other evidence has led to the
belief that there may be a buried cupola in the Lincoln Canyon North Fork area.


. Porphyry float was found at many places in the Lincoln-Pole canyon area, indi-
cating the presence of additional dikes.


Dikes
Microscopic Study


Four thin sections were made, two of the N 65 E dike exposed on the
mine road and two of the N 20 E dike material lying east of the mine workings.


The N 65 E dike, being much wider, is much coarser grained than the N 20
E dike but microscopic study shows they are of about the same composition, so
study was concentrated on the coarser grained rock.


The rock is revealed to be porphyritic in texture, with phenocrysts of
quartz in a ground of fine-grained crystals composed mostly of quartz and .
sericite. Scattered grains of limonite after pyrite appear throughout the
specimens.


The quartz phenocrysts have diamond, hexagonal and possible octagonal
shapes with the fine-grained groundmass showing ghost-like rings and solution
channels into the crystals. Our conclusion is that at least most of these
crystals were originally feldspars and ferro-magnesium minerals which were
largely resorbed, then silicified by end-stage solutions. Thus the quarts
phenocrysts are pseudomorphs. Paul Gemmill suggested that the pyrite was
likely formed simultaßŠously with silicification by sulphur bearing solutions
gathering the iron from ferro-magnesium minerals to form pyrite crystals.


Mineralization


The numerous old tunnels and pits give opportunity to study the mineral-
ization. First we would mention that dolomitiza.tion is associated with the
deposits. This reaction has spread out several feet in the places of most in-
tense mineralisationl¯¯There is very little free silica.found in the workings.
The valuable Enerals are galena, cerus.site and some unknown silver mineral.
There is a considerable iron gossan,which gives the impression that the origi-
nal iron mineral is pyrite. The workings show mineralization extending at
least 200 feet below the surface with no indication of exhaustion of the solu-
tions. Open fractures suggest possible migration downward by leaching. The
Lincoln limes_t_one, in which these orebodies occur, and which is massive, white
to gräy, and at least 1300 feet thick, does not have the earmarks of an espe-
cially favorable host rock. Our wonder and speculation is not concerned so


d much with the small size of the orebodies, but with the fact that there are
any orebodies at all at so great a distance from a possible source and in such







unfavorable environment. We believe that this argues well for the possibilities
O of ore at the intersections in the lower limestones.


Costs -


As stated in the summary, the preliminary work such as location of protec-
tive claims, organization expense, building of a suitable mine road and temporary
camp, together with funds for satisfaction of early option payments are estimated
to require Š25,000.00.


Mi estimate of the cost of continuing the Bonanza Tunnel 2100 feet, drift-
ing 3400 feet northerly on the St. Lawrence Fissure, raising a total of 800 feet
and 5000 feet of diamond drilling is Š214,500.00. Crosscut and drift are figured
at $30.00 per foot, raises at $40.00 per foot, and diamond drilling at $3.50 per
foot. -


An agreement has been entered into with Mr. Harold Spencer of the Centen-
ial Development Company which is the basis of the above estimates. Additional
cost is anticipated where timbering is needed.


Assays


As Mr. Gemmill has previously sampled the workings, we submit a copy of his
results. We also submit copies of sampling by Hulse and Cottino. See assay
sheet at end of this report.


Proposed Development -


If substantial investment is to be made in the property several claims -
should be located for protection. A suitable road is needed to the old camp
site in Lincoln Canyon - about four miles, and a workable jeep road from the
camp site to the adit portal - about 1200 feet. Temporary quarters can be secur-
ed by use of tent houses or trailers. There is sufficient water of good quality
in South Fork for all present needs.


. Former operators drove the Bonanza Tunnel about 350 feet in a N 66 E direc-
tion at a point in the log about 20_feet below the top of the St. Lawrence lime-
stone. This seems to be excellent.¯This adit must Se continued 2100 feet to in-
tersect the main St. Lawrence Fissure, assuming a vertical dip. If the dip is 85
degrees to the st this distance will be shortened about 130 feet.


This intersection should be at a point several hundred feet south of the
porphyry dike that Èhows in the canyon walls and about 100 feet below the top of
the St. Lawrence limestone. It may be desirable to swing this crosscut a few de-
grees.to the noríE, but this is not essential. A drift should then be driven
northward on the St. Lawrence Fissure for 3400 feet, with raises at 1100, 1700
and 3300. Reference is made to the longitudinal section submitted herewith.
The first two raises are designed to prospect the Upper St. Lawrence beds in the
North Fork area which may be mineralized by the same northeast fissures seen in
the surface workings. The raise at 3300 is designed to prospect the base of
the St. Lawrence Lower limestjñe and bŠ investigate the effect of probably in-
tersection with the Ñ 75 E Canaan fissure previously described.







As the. work progresses it will be desirable to do several thousand feet of
diamond drilling, hence provision is made for this contingency.


Respectfully submitted,


Earl B. Y '
Chi Geologist


N This report is the result of the joint efforts of Paul Gemmill,
Leonard Thomas and Earl B. Young.
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FORM29


COMBINED METALS REDUCTION CO.


ÛÛÑ¾ - PLANT


ST. LAWRENCE MINE ..Samples Dete....................A.UGUST 314..19AS4......


An Ag Pb Zn Fe hm. Mn CaO Cu
No. DESCRIPTION Oz. Oz. % % % % % % %


BY. PAUL mmTLL SAMPLE
NO.


lst tunnel below upper "A" RELARKS
cabia. 1.jB ft.cut an Sample in back at
N 10 E.- 65-70 Deg.dip West .01 5.99 11.4 1,2 shaft near cabin -


(Only 20 ft of tw
• nel e>posed gfter


going in tha shaft
-probably 8 ft of


. ore sloot)


8 ft. red iron at raise "B"
-tunnel at lower cabins. Tr. .7 1.8 3.1 44.2 6.0


2 ft. cut above bottaa tunnel "C" Fisstre exppsed by
on south side of Lincoln Canyon. Tr. 4.7 5. 3.0 small pit b tween


bottcm and ddle
tunnel.


O #1 dump sanple
below cabin TR. 1.6 2.2


#2 dump sample "E"
below cabin .01 2.19 3.0


9500 Tunnel - below cabin- "Fn Sandy material in
South side Lincoln Canyon - face of adit at
Sand fran fissure S. of porphyry dige- no
lead ore in tunnel. 15 inch cut Tr. 3.6 5.2 galena at face.


#2 tunnel- 1 ft.cut left "G"
side streak in face .01 5.19 8 1.8 Where Thoma & I
H.G. streak not sampled- this enter3d with flash-
is iron & dolanite. light


18 inch cut red ore in floor "H"
five foot back from face of Tr. 1.2 7.7 2.9
"2 tunnel


ugn


2 ft. cut in timber raise Some locat:.on as
first tunnel below cabin Tr. 45 1.1 Tr. Sampl! "An-atained


dolan-te ea t of
fissu'e.


50 ton red dump above "J"
second tunnel Tr. .8 1.o From shaft east


. ASSAYED BY: E.S.PERKES







FORM 29


COMBINED METALS REDUCTION CO.


PIOCHE peAmy


g...... ....ST ...¾ . MINK.....................samples Date..................SETEMBER. 2,. .19484....


An Ag Pb Zn Fe . Ins. Mn CaO Cu
No. DESCRIPTION Oz. Oz. % % % % % % %


BY: JAMES HULSE & VIJf0R 00TTERO


SAMPLE
NO.


Ist North Dump 5 .005 6.2 15.5


2nd North Dump 6 Tr. 1.8 5.6 .


Screened material
fran 2nd North Dump 7 Tr. 3.7 10.C


2 ft cut bedding in
first North tunnel 8 Tr. .2 Tr,


2 ft. cut let North tunnel
across water course 30 ft
west of vein 9 Tr. Tr. .6


Grab sample of second
dump below cabin-W side 10 Tr. fr. .9


3rab sanple-East side ,
2nd dump below cabin 11 Tr. ;,'90 .6


Dump sample - West side
2nd below cabia -near portal 12 . .01 1.19 1.9


Grab fran lst dump below cabin 13 .07 7.73 16.0


Dump at cábin - West side 14 .005 .8 1.3


NCTE: Samples taken by Hulse sane day David Geonill mad I visited the proper y
I aul Ge mmill


These samples are not shown on the acconpanying map as the locations
are somewhat obscure.


LOT.







FORM29


COMBINED METALS REDUCTION CO.


PIOCHE PLANT


ST.IAWRENCE MINE .......Samples Date.......... SEETENBER 11, 1948.


An Ag Pb Zn Fe Ins. Mn CaO Cu
No. DESCRIPTION Oz. Oz. % % % % % % %


Samples By: Hulse & Cottino


Sample
No,


18" Cut -12' down in 1
open cut above upper cabin Tr. 1 0 3.7


12' Cut - 10' down in 2
opán cut above upper cabia Tr. 3.9 10.8


12" cut bedding on right side 3 Tr. h.6 947
of open cut 16' above upper
cabin.


Gray rock fran & Tr. 1.1 9.5
North and of claims


Black iron from 5 Tr. .6 4.7 .
North end of claims


O
Small fissure about 2009 6 Tr. 46 3.1


North of upper clain


. OTHER SAMELES TAKEN
DY HULSE & CorTIMO - Auc. 19,1948


Sample #1 Ro Description .02 27.56 is.C 1.9 8.8 30:2 °
n #4 - Possible shipment .005 11.5 28.3 1.4 2.1 2.0 Tr. 25.5 Tr.


A


Copy :==KSagerkes
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CERTIFICATE OF ASSAYTelephone 9-9962


DEASON 6, NICHOLS
Mr•. James D. Williams 6 =TS
Lee Angelee, California C.lvan inchols Wm. J. Deason


160 Bo. West Temple Street


Salt I.ake City 1, Utah


ASSAY PER TON OF 2000 POUNDS Novet. Der 8 , 1950


GOLD SILVER WET LEAD COPPER IINC INSOL % 4 We
DESCRIPTION NO OUNCES QUNCKS %


Canaan Fie sto e
West end 1 0.012 20.60 1.45 o.6


Sheffield Qt .
in Dolimite 2 0.005 2.60 0.25


Sheffield
Lead ore 3 o 01 12.60 8 60


ÇHARGES s a ÛA en And A
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Ecale: 1 inch equals 100 feet


16


6" lerses alena at face 13
Et era i.L talue and dranp Elev. 10,160


Upper
Cabin a L aft - Sam; la "I"


Approx.


s


r
I


76
Total one 20' wide


8" galena in face Sample "A" Fy: Paul Geránîll
1.8' Cut: Au. Ag. P . in.


Portal Elev. 10,100
Caveä Sample "E"


6" spots galena


Trencheo - cossan - s rie "Ja


Sample " G" By : Paul Gemmill
1 ft Cut: Au. AR. Pb, zno


Sample "H"


Sample "B"


Elev. 10, 00


1 ation Lower Cabins
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1 ft.3ut:
Au. AR.
To IT2


e


70


Heav Gessan on Surfuo
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Open ' ---- ---.9
Fissure / " 12
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bo
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.lov. 9400


<5'«• SacEle "C" By: Paul Ce".mill - in s: all pit - 2 ft.40ut - Au


ne ton of \ g E. 65 Deg.E.


lead ore oc dump


lev. 9500 - 3ample "F" By: Faa.1 Gertrill
85


rall spots galena in (folosite
one at Face.


levo 5630 - In thin ted.deel upper contact


- 15 inch out in yellowlsh
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PP2LIMINERY E POEG OF TE LEANSILT.2 DEPOSITS
5t. Lawžence Mining Co.
White Pino County, Revada.


by
CRAMER & BURANEK


APSTRACTS


The lead silver depoeita of the St, Lavrence Mining Comorgy are high on the


west slepe of the Snake ?.-nge, White Pine County, Nevada. Average elevation is .


10,000 feet above sea level. The crea.is inaccessible except for a jaep trail


that c3imbs about 4,000 feet over a distance of stout 7 miles from a ranch on


the valley floor to the creet of the range.


The rocks in the vicinity of the ore deposits consist of a thich series of


massive-bedded Cambriap limestone. Major f.culting was not observed. Minor fen1ts


snd joint fractures are common.


The limestone beds are cut by a remarkably straight fissure vein of nearly


vertical dip and N. 10 E. strike, The surface length of the fissure with im-


oortant lead-silver ore indications plong it as exposed on cll of the patented


claimo plus the known vertical co-.panent of the fissure - elevation differences


of netrly 2,000 feet - indi.cete unusual strength of mineralizing solutions


which entered the fiesure zone and were essentially confined to it. Between


. the volls of the fismire is a coors ly crystalline grayish blue limestone


different from the redimertory limestone. This material acts na o host r>ck


for the ore minerals, chiefly e-lona, onglesite, cerussite, obscure silver ,


minerels, na minar emoutta of gold. 3edded ore occura along the fissure


where nonerently contro ed by north..eest and possibly north-west fractures.


These conžorm to the normal jointing sad in such areas open crocks are filled


with seceniary lead and iron minerala and mammillary graconite.


Preliminary sampling indicrted the tenor of ore in the fissure to be


from 14.20) lead and 4, 5 oss, silver to 2g.gOf lead and 13.20 oss, of


silvero
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PERL IRARY EPORT "F TH2 LL1LSILY Z DIFOSITS
St. Lawrence ãining Co.,
White Pine County, Nevada .


by
Gramer & Egretek


INTRODUCTION:


The lead-silver deposits of the St. Lawrence Vining.Comcany were


examined by the writers during June 24th to 28th, 1950,


OmlER3EIPs


The St. Lawrence Mining Co. of Rochester. 3e" York owns 7 patented


mining claims. Victor Gottino and associ.-tes of Pioche, Nevade ,wn 9


adjoining r.npn.tanied mining clrims, meh ,f whida is 600 ft, wide by 1500


ft, long (,See cle.im mep attached.) Control of the claims is unw vested


in Mr. James Willinms of Los Angeles, C-lifornia Pho re-nested the examina-


tien mode by the writers.


LOCATION: -


III The mining cle.ims of the St. Lrvrenca Vining Compeny áre at high


elevation on the vest slope of the Sanke.Kr.nge ,f Mount-ins, White Pine


County, Keve,da. The proximity of the mining cl ims to the crest of the


r.cage reen1ts in extremely rugged loccl topogrrrhy. Beso, orecipitous


. cenyons rad sheer cliffs prevail. Elevation differences of 1,000 feet


over short distances along the main ficoure tre commen. Yteeler Peek,


13,058 feet in clevetion, the second highest peck in Nevada, is :umnediate-


ly to the north. The property is in the Mt. Washington Mining district


in T. 12 H., R. 68 1,, Mt. Din.blo 2, & 5., sever-1 miles enath of the


Osceolo Mining Dîntrict. The nearest hrbit·:tion is the Kirke.by isneh


ebout 7 miles by rond to the west. This R-nch is opproximately 13 miles


outherst from Majors 3c.s Stetion et the intersection >f U. 3. Highwrys -


rad 93.


TR .FSPORTATION ACILITIES, 3TC.:


Accere to the c1,,ius of the St. Laurence Mining Dom ny is vie a


jeen rond from the Kirkoby Ronch on the rolley floor inmedirtely west of


28
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the claima. This road is approximately seven miles in length and rises in·


elev.stion smae 4,000 feet from the Re.nch to the mine. It is unsuitable for


O
ore brulege, e.nd in fact la practic=11y impossetle to rigy type of vehicle


other than a jeep.


Timber for mining purposes is c.bundant. 'inter for both domestic and


mining use could probably be developed,


GEOLOGY,


The rocks in the vicinity of the cl tima consist entirely of meceive


bedded gray limestone of Cambrict ige et lee.at 2,000 feet in thickness.


These beds rest upon the Pioche sh.le f~rm tion, which in turn are super-


.edjacent to the thick series af b s-1 0 m3rien cuartzite of the Prosnect


Mountain formrtions This Gembrisa section of rocks in analoge,as to the


Cambrien section re exposed in the Pioche Mining District some 60 miles


to the south and to the Bureko, Utah Mining 21strict roughly 100 milee to


0 the northerste Structurally these rocks avve-r to be near the crest of a


north-south enticline which plungg..outh at ,,pr,ximr.tely 12 decrees. The


formetion steepens on the west.flonk of the nticline. Major faulting in


the vren.wo.s not discerted. 2he beds ore essenti¿11y undisturbed. Sinor


faults -nd prominent northeast-southwest r.nd northweet-southeast joint


fracturee -re commen, The important ore bearing fissure along which all


of the vrospects have been develeced is a rem rkebly str ight fiseura of


- nearly vertical dip end a N. 10° E, strike. Herger evidence substartintes


some movement elong this zona. From observ tion of small faults in a


shallow surfs.ce working on the Reg 3ride c1r.im, the er.st side of the fissure


•.woeurs to be the down throw side, further indic tions of mortment along


this fissure was suggested on the 21eck Drile clcim where entirely different


types of limestone are exposed on either side of the fingure. The throw of


this pparent ul ting is a t known.







CET DEPOSITS: .


The surfe.ce length of the fissure with important are indicatione along


it v.s aroosed on all of the p.1tented clains, plus the kvown vertical camponent


of the fissure - elevation differences of neerly 2,000 feet - indierte unusual


strength of mineralizing solutions which entered the fissure r.cne r.nd were


essentially confined to it.


The are minerolo Resocioted with the firsure consist of g lene., onglenite,


cerussite, obscure silver minerels and min,r rnounts of Colä. These tre essa-


cio.ted with abund,nt limonite, lesser smounts of jarasite (some of which may


be the pinnhojarasite type), rnd berite. Hast rock for ta . ere minerels within


the walls of the fissure is r bluish grey, comraely crystalline limestone


entirely different from the sedimentery limestone beds. Also included within


altered limestone are small ouerts veins seldom exceeding 1 inch it thickness.


Much secondary stolegtitic oragonite is present in open rooms end crocke ,.883-


cisted with Bee main fissure. The greatest development of .,rrganite was


observed on the Eleck Oxide claim. A dump semple teken by the writort, and '


verbil reports of trior are mined, suggest that the orilized ores of leed nad


silver heve been found in rëlative abundonce in the floors of come of these


envities.


. PRODUCTIDE:


Mr. James Vil11ems has records of the followinç oroducticut


ga .. 0.005 0.005 - -


Ag 13.5 13.95 5.23 6.75 8•=0


Pt .75.0 30.4 11.55 17.0 18.0


dae e,o 20.0 28.2 30.7 30.5 °


Fe . 8.0 2.9 2,2 7.6 5.7 .


Insol. 0.8 4,8 4.0 5.3 4•8


(1911) (1948) (1948) (1949) (1949)


Total tonnage cpproximately 170 tons.







Most of the development work on the eleims was made prior to 1911,


during which shipments af hig -grade ere are reported to have been maden


Ho recorão of tLis pro uction however ere L7:ilaLle.


KED OXIDE tiilM


A smell open cut er.d a 10 fcot drift of recert development axposea the


are oc ring fisenre near the southern extremities of the Red Oxide claîmo


The fienure ?3nc -at tTis point may ar.cee et in idth, althansch even.


turden and coil obscured actual measurement, about 3 feet of the fissure


w,a measured at the end of the short drift, although Ele foot well uas not


¿et penet: tud.


Secondary aragonite es na:.imillsyy inerustutions occtre lining open


cavities at the face of the Grift. Coarse-gr..ined galena and associated ,


secondary lead minErels pre confined to the fissure and bove bedded out-


vn.rd from the fissure in the adjacent limestone vithin a member approximately


1 foot in thickness. Galena nodules observed in the fiscure reigh up to 20


lbs or more. A somy.le token acreas the 1 foot conc et the face of the drift-


ore ;nd waste includeä - esstyedi


. Gold - 0.015 os.


Silver - 4.85 as.


Het Lead - 14.20 oz.


This aro outeropped at the surface, and from this shallow workings, 27


tons of high grade are was shipped. 3melter roturna from this development


are attached to this report.


Immediately south of this vorking is a shaft apparently connected


underground by the turnel at the extreme narthern portion of the Bladk


Oxide claim. The shaft was caved and thus was not examined. Eowever,


the abundant gossan material and some ore minerale indicate that the ore


bearing fissure was explored.
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BLACK GIIDE CLAIMt


Considerable work has been expended on the surface development of the


ore bearing fiseure the entire length of this claim. The Eudson Tunnel,


apnroximately 700 feet in length is the greatest underground development on


the claim, Most of the past oroduction has been from the Hudson Tunnel.


For convenionee the workings along the main fissure on the Black Oxide


claim will be described from north to south (see attached claim nop). The


tunnel at reference point elevation 10,100 feet is caved, but apparently


it intersected the shaft along the fiseure to the northe Dump material


is essentially iron gossan and abundant white stalagtitic aragonite.


Immediately south along the fissure about 150 ft. are two surface


trenches that barely have penetrated through the soil mantle. The fissure


has been intersected, however, as evidenced by the abundance of iron gossan


material in the bottom of the trenehes. The lower trench contains some


visible lead minerals. A large piece of altered limestone with no ore


minerals visible assayed:


Gold - 0.02 ozsa a ton


Silver - trace


Wet lead - none


At reference point elevation 10,000 feet, a short drift exposes the


fissure for approximately a distance of 100 feet. At the face of the drift


the centrál ene foot portion of the fissure contains admixtures of galena


and oxidised lead and iron minerals. About So feet from the portal, the 9


limestone host rock has been completely altered. Samples umbers 5 and 6


were taken from U2is areae


I!oo 5 Gold - 0,01 oze. a ton .


Silver - 1.70 osso a ton


wet Lead - 5.30 Ñ







•


No. 6 Gold - o.ol oss, a ton .


Silver - 0,20 oss. a ton


Wet Lead - none


At reference point elevation 9890 feet, en upper tunnel an,roximately


. 125 feet in length has been drifted along the fissure. Relatively large


stoped areas were observed and considerable amounts of galena and oxiiised


are minerals re ain. Near the portal of the tunnel, the mineralized areas


are strong and sporoximately 8 feetslong the drift contains good bedded


ore. The stronger galena "shows" seldom exceed one foot in thickneen


although "mand barbonates" and >cherous m:.terial flank the lattor. About 25


feet beyond this point a northeast faalt of vertical dip la intersecte .by a


northÞest fault. These fractures may have censed localisation of ore in this


area àlong the fissure. This point is firectly undd.r a large undeveloped


gessen zone on the surfece. Near the portal, vertical pipe-like openings


(ald w ter courses) contain ore in places. The largest opening connects


with the Hudson Tunne] anñrvimately 200 feet below.


Immedirtely south of the nortal of the upper tunnel a small northeast


trending fissure contains about 3 ft, of lead ore along beddine and in the


vertical.fiscure proner. This outeroopine is on the surface and has not


been developed.


HUDSON OTOREL:


At reference point elevation 9687 feet is the nortal of the Hudson


tunnel, Semple No. à consists of a compoci.tc grab semple of the Hudson


tunnel fump, I.t analyzed as foll ows:


Gold - C.ch osa, , ton


Silver - 1.80 ozo. a ton


Wet Lead - 17.80







i


The nortal of the Hudson tunnel is caved hus it was necessary to


examine the underground vor'rings of it °ry climbing down the open water


course that connect the utter tunnc1 (reference point elevetion 8090


previonely described) with the Pudson tunnel. .


Time did n,t ,er,it a coanlete examin=tion of all the workines of


the Hudson tunnel but sufficient work was done to show the nattern of


lodalized ore shoots along northeast trenling fissures where they in-


tersect the main fissure vein. The nerrly vertiñal nTtheast trending


fr.ult exposed in the upper tunnel uas observed on the Enison tunnel level


and here also contained strong shows of ore minerals. Aporoximately SO


feet north of this point considera'cle overhead stoping had 'oeen performed


in the nast and lead ore of ancroxiggjely feet in thickness remains,


the centrol 1 ft, of which is excellent ore. A cross cut sanple of this


ore (sample Eo. 3) analyzed as follows:


Gold - o.r15 oss. a ton


Silver - 13.20 oss. a ton


Wet Lead - 26.10


Little ore is exposed from this point northward except in the northeast


aherr zones. However, a northwest trending drift near the cad of the Eudson


tunnel sh,ws anproximately 60 feet of 'oedded oltered limentone. A composite


samrle taken along the walls of this drift for 60 feet (semple No. 2)


assayed as follows:


C+old - 0.01 osso a ten


Silver - trace


Wet Lead - 0.15


To the left of the raise that connects the Eudson tunnel with the


unper tunnel 200 feet above, is a northwest cress cut that intersects tuo
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fissures th-t nerallel the main fissure. Both of these fiseures are open


and contain mammillary m.razonite and ore minerals. Abunient .-ossen motorial


fills the west rn most fiseure vad 9.umole No. ?, thet consisted. of hard


luona of lisonitie :nctorial, nas Fed es foll:Va:


Gold - 0.02 osse a ton'


Silver - 0.25 ets. a ton


"et L ad - 2.~0 §


20 fines were included.in.this sem-;1e,


Tot 1 oroduction from L½e Euds ,n tuarel is not knevn, but considerible


ouvatities ,f posì ore m;ust beve been extracted from the sever=1 stopes ob-


served as tie solls still sron so ÷ unmined are one whcre the centrol portion


of the fissure still remaine such as samale No. 3, an a:porcrinate appraisql


of the type of ore mined can be sarmised. 2arly operatore must have sorted


the ore to merentially nure leni min-:rrla, beo:uee the Eudson tunnel dump


contairs n, eventitics of visible galena but still assays 17¶ lead and


about 6 oss. tilver (9,mple No. 4) per ton.


CLD MOOP CLAIM:


Yarious workin a on the fissure were noted from the dump of the Endson


. tunnel looking s~uth. The surface erorescion of the fissure is very nro-
e


nounced (see attached photo). Time did not permit an examinction of these


w,rkings, although it is believed they will be similar t, whet has already


been observed CE ? 8 REd P.TÀ 218Ci OXido C2tim¾. Ûño Ore is T Orted. h¶


Yictor Gottino and J nos Willier.e to be de??1o-ed. .


. Scepectfully submitted.,


Cil? A &.EURANEZ
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Louis i. Cramer


July 20, 1950 Alfred U. Euranek







00NCLUSIOKSt


1. The fissure vein on the property of the St. Lawrence Mining Cam.eny is


unusually strong, being c atinuous on all of Moe patented claims of the Com any.


Further, the fissure can be tr-ced beyond the end lines of the northernm-st end


southernmost notented elrima.


2. Verticel exposures of cre in the fissure :re known to be about 9,000 feet


becruse of present elev tien differences elong it, rad therefore oro should be


developed on the level of tre de p cross.-.cat tunnel.


). Field examin,tion indic tee o definite continuity of the fiscure vein


'octh horizontelly e.nd vertically ith strong mineralized areas confined to it.


4. The fissure vein is in Crabrian limestone ?nd along its entira length


is mineralized to a grerter or lessor degree. U::ere s allow surface work has


been verformed, imoort nt le;&-silver ,ccurrences con be observed. In the more


intense miner-lised Arees, much of the vein fill cont-ins imnort-nt concentra-


tions of lead rad silver os indicated by the high metel content in tho fisours


penetrated Iy the Eud.con Tunnel. Dump simples from this workinge :Be·7ed:


Gold - 0.04 oss.


Silver - 5.8 028.


Wet lead - 17,80 oss.


5. Ge,logicelly tlie vein fissure ents thr ugh e series of C mtri-a r >cks -


strikingly similar to b,th the settings of the importont ore deposite of Piodhe,


Nevo.de end Tintie, Utah, This onology inf re e possible very 1,portent metel-


liferous mone to be present within the Piodhe shale fnrmation irimedirtely


underlying the creet tPickness ^f limentones thet make up the rock formetions


in the vicinity of the troor:rty. ·


6. An attemnt to ::Tk the ore der.esite from tae surfe.ce unuld be in dennete


becauset .


(p) A very short working season .


(1) The very high cost of either :: road 'r tr m project for


ore and supoly huulage.







P300W'ENDOIONS;


Beoanse it is believed th-t the intense minere i ed areas along the


fuesure are strong and continuous 14 is recommended that the property be
1


developed by means of a lang crosecut tunnel. This tunnel would be


approximately 2,600 feet in length, and is illustrated on the accompanying .


maps. This haulage tunnel would develop 1, feet of Itacks' as the


elevation at the portel is 8,o75 feet, whereas the surface elev-tion immed-


intely above the tunnel where it ufuld intersect, the fissure is 9,655 feet.


Rach a proposal would not only develop ore -t depth, but would permit year


around working onditions r.nd mining costs to be held at a minimum.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE LEAD-SILVER DEFOSITS
St. Lawrence Mining Co.


. White Pine County, Nevada
by


CRAMER & BURANEK


ABSTRACT:


The lead silver deposits of the St. Lawrence Mining Company are high on the


west slope of the Snake Range, White Pine County, Nevada. Average elevation is


10,000 feet above sea level. The area is inaccessible except for a jeep trail


that climbs about 4,000 feet over a distance of about 7 miles from a ranch on


the valley floor to the crest of the range. .


The rocks in the vicinity of the ore deposits consist of a thick series of


massive-bedded Cambrian limestone. Major faulting was not observed. Minor faults


and joint fractures are common.


The limestone beds are cut by a remarkably straight fissure vein of nearly


vertical dip and N. 10° E. strike. The surface length of the fissure with im-


iþ
portant lead-silver ore indications along it as exposed on all of the patented


claims plus the known vertical component of the fissure - elevation differences


of nearly 2,000 feet - indicate unusual strength of mineralizing solutions


which entered the fissure zone and were essentially confined to it. Between


the walla of the fissure is a coarsely crystalline grayish blue limestone .


different from the sedimentary limestone. This material acts as a host rock


for the ore minerals, chiefly galena, anglesite, cerussite, obscure silver


minerals, and minor amounts of gold. Bedded ore occurs along the fissure


where apparently controlled by north-east and possibly north-west fractures.


These conform to the normal jointing and in such areas open cracks are filled


with secondary lead and iron minerals and mammillary aragonite.


Preliminary sampling indicated the tenor of ore in the fissure to be


from 14.20% lead and 4.85 oss. silver to 26.10% lead and 13.20 ozs. of


silver.







CONCLUSIONS:


1. The fissure vein on the property of the St. Lawrence Mining Company is


(iþ
. unusually strong, being continuous on all of the patented claims of the Company.


Further, the fissure can be traced beyond the end lines of the northernmost and


southernmost patented claims.


2.. Vertical exposures of ore in the fissure are known to be about 2,000 feet


because of present elevation differences along it, and therefore ore should be


developed on the level of the deep cross-cut tunnel.


3. Field examination indicates a definite continuity of the fissure vein


both horizontally and vertically with strong mineralized areas confined to it.


4. The fissure vein is in Cambrian limestone and along its entire length


is mineralized to a greater or lesser degree. Where shallow surface work has


been performed, important lead-silver occurrences can be observed. In the more


intense mineralized areas, much of the vein fill contains important concentra-


tions of lead and silver as indicated by the high metal content in the fissure
(i


penetrated by the Hudson Tunnel. Dump samples from this workings assayed:


Gold - 0.04 oss.


Silver - 5.8 ozs.


Wet Lead - 17.80 oss.


5. Geologically the vein fissure cuts through a series of Cambrian rocks


strikingly similar to both the settings of the important ore deposits of Pioche,


Nevada and Tintic, Utah. Thie analogy infers a possible very important.metal-


liferous zone to be present within the Pioche shale formation immediately


underlying the great thickness of limestones that make up the rock formations


in the vicinity of the property.


6. An attempt to verk the ore deposits from the surface would be inadequate


because:


(a) A very short working season


(b) The very high cost of either a roád or tram project for


ore and supply haulage.







RECOMMENDATIONS:


Because it is believed that the intense mineralized areas along the


fissure are strong and continuous, it is recommended that the property be


developed by means of a long cross-cut tunnel. This tunnel would be


approximately 2,600 feet in length, and is illustrated on the accompanying


maps. This haulage tunnel would develop 1,500 feet of 'backs' as the


elevation at the portal is 8.075 feet, whereas the surface elevation immed-


iately above the tunnel where it would intersect, the fissure is 9,655 feet.


Such a proposal would not only develop ore at depth, but would permit year


around working conditions and mining costs to be held at a minimum.







PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE LEAD-SILVER DEPOSITS
St. Lawrence Lining Co.,
White Pine County, Nevada


by
Cramer & Buranek


INTRODUCTION:


The lead-silver deposits of the St. Lawrence Mining Company were


examined by the writers during June 24th to 28th, 1950.


OWNERSHIP:


The St. Lawrence Mining Co. of Rochester, New York owns 7 patented


mining claims. Victor Cottino and associates of Pioche, Nevada own 9


adjoining upatented mining claims, each of which is 600 ft. wide by 1500


ft. long (See claim map attached.) Control of the claims is now vested


in Mr. James Williams of Los Angeles, California who requested the examina-


tion made by the writers.


LOCATION:


The mining claims of the St. Lawrence Mining Company are at high


elevation on the west slope,of the Snake.Range of Mountains, White Pine.


County, Nevada. The proximity of the mining claims to the crest of the


range results in extremely rugged local topography. Deep, precipitous


canyons and sheer cliffs prevail. Elevation differences of 1,000 feet


over short distances along the main fissure are common. Wheeler Peak,


13,058 feet in elevation, the second highest peak in Nevada, is immediate-


ly to the north. The property is in the Mt. Washington Mining District


in T. 12 N., R 68 E., Mt. Diablo B. & M., several miles south of the


Osceola Mining District. The nearest habitation is the KirkabyRanch


about 7 miles by road to the west. This ranch is approximately 13 miles


southeast from Majors Gas Station at the intersection of U. S. Highways


#6 and 93.


TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES, ETC.:


Access to the claims of the St. Lawrence Mining Company is via a


jeep road from the Kirkaby Ranch on the valley floor immediately west of
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the claims. This road is approximately seven miles in length and rises in


elevation some A,000 feet from the Ranch to the mine. It is unsuitable for


ore haulage, and in fact is practically impassable to any type of vehicle


other than a jeep.


Timber for mining purposes is abundant. Water for both domestic and


omining use could probably be developed.


GEOLOGY:


The rocks in the vicinity of the claims consist entirely of massive


bedded gray limestone of Cambrian age at least 2,000 feet in thickness.


These beds rest upon the Pioche shale formation, which in turn are super-


adjacent to the thick series of basal Cambrian quartzite of the Prospect


Mountain formation. This Cambrian section of rocks in analogeous to the


Cambrian section as exposed in the Pioche Mining District some 60 miles


to the south and to the Eureka, Utah Mining District roughly 100 miles to


the northeast. Structurally these rocks appear to be near the crest of a


north-south anticline which plunges south at approximately 12 degrees. The


formation steepens on the west flank of the anticline. Major faulting in


the area was not discerned. The beds are essentially undisturbed. Minor


faults and prominent northeast-southwest and northweet-southeast joint


fractures are common. The important ore bearing fissure along which all


of the prospects have been developed is a renarkably straight fissure of


nearly vertical dip and a N. 10° E strike. Meager evidence substantiates


some movement along this zone. From observation of small faults in a


shallow surface working on the Red Oxide claims, the 'east side of the fissure


appears to be the down throw side. Further indications of movement along


this fissure was suggested on the Black Oxide claim where entirely different


types of limestone are eyposed on either side of the fissure. The throw of.


this apparent faulting is not known.
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ORE DEPOSITS:


The surface length of the fissure with important ore indications along


it as exposed on all of the patented claims, plus the known vertical component


of the fissure - elevation differences of nearly 2,000 feet - indicate unusual


strength of mineralizing solutions which entered the fissure zone and were


essentially confined to it_.


The ore minerals associated with the fissure consist of galena, anglesite,


cerussite, obscure silver minerals and minor amounts of gold. These are asso-


ciated with abundant limonite, lesser amounts of jarosite (some of which may


be the plumbojarosite type), and barite. Host rock for the ore minerals within


the walls of the fissure is a bluish gray, coarsely crystalline limestone


entirely different from the sedimentary limestone beds. Also included within


altered limestone are small quartz veins seldom exceeding 1 inch in thickness.


Much secondary stalagtitic aragonite is present in open room and cracks asso-


O ciated with the main fissure. The greatest development of aragonite was


observed on the Black Oxide claim. A dump sample taken by the writers, and


verbal reports of prior ore mined, suggest that the oxidized ores of lead and


silver have been found in relative abundance in the floors of some of these


cavities.


PRODUCTION:


Mr. James Williams has records of the following production:


ku - 0.005 0.005 - -


Ag. 18.5 13•95 5·23 6·75 8.20


Pb 75.0 30.4. 11.55 17.0 18.0


CaO 8.0 20.0 28.2 30.7 30.5


Fe 8.0 2.9 2.2 7.6 5.7


Insol. 0.8 4.8 4.0 5.3 4.8


(1911) (1948) (1948) (1949) (1949)


Total tonnage approximately 170 tons. .







Most of the development work on the claims was made prior to 1911,


during which shipments of high-grade ore are reported to have been made.


No records of this production however are available.


- RED OXIDE CLAIM


A small open cut and a 10 foot drift of recent development exposes the


ore bearing fissure near the southern extremities of the Red Oxide claim.


The fissure zone at this point may exceed 5 feet in width, although over-


burden and soil obscured actual measurement. About 3 feet of the fissure


was measured at the end of the short drift, although the foot wall was not


yet penetrated.


Secondary aragonite as mammillary incrustations occurs lining open


cavities at the face of the drift. Coarse-grained galena and associated


secondary lead mînerals are confined to the fissure and have bedded out-


ward from the fissure in the adjacent limestone within a member approximately


1 foot in thickness. Galena nodules observed in the fissure weigh yp to 20


lbs. or more. A sample 'taken across the 1 foot zone at the face of the drift-


ore and waste included - assayed:


Gold - 0.015 oz.


Silver - 4.85 oz.


.Wet Lead - 14.20 oz.


This ore outeropped at the surface, and from this shallow workings, 27


tons of high grade ore was shipped. Smelter returns from this development


are attached to this report.


Immediately south of this working is a shaft apparently connected


underground by the tunnel at the extreme northern portion of the Black


Dxide claim. The shaft was caved and thus was not .examined. However,


the abundant gossan material and some ore minerals indicate that the ore


bearing fissure was explored.







BLACK OXIDE CLAIM:


Considerable work has been expended on the surface development of the


ore bearing fissure the entire length of this claim. The Hudson Tunnel,


approximately 700 feet in length is the greatest underground development on


the claim. Most of the past production has been from the Hudson Tunnel.


For convenience the workings along the main fissure on the Black Oxide


claim will be described from northix> south (see attached claim map). The


tunnel at reference point elevation 10,100 feet is caved, but apparently


it intersected the shaft ålong the fissure to the north. Dump material


is essentially iron gossan and abundant white stalagtitic aragonite.


Immediately south along the fissure about 150 ft. are two surface


trenches that barely have penetrated through the soil mantle. The fissure


has been intersected, however, as evidenced by the abundance of iron gossan


material in the bottom of the trenches. The lower trench contains some .


visible lead minerals. A large piece of altered limestone with no ore


pinerals visible assayed:


Gold - 0.02 ozs. a ton


Silver - trace .


Wet Lead - none


At reference point elevation 10,000 feet, a short drift exposes the


fissure for approximately a distance of 100 feet. At -the face of the drift


the central one foot portion of the fissure contains admixtures of galena


and oxidized lead and iron minerals. About 50 feet from the portal, the


limestone host rock has been completely altered. Samples numbers 5 and 6


were taken from this area.


No. 5 Gold . - 0.01 oss. a ton


Silver - 1.70 oss. a ton


Wet Lead - 5.30 %
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No. 6 Gold - 0.01 oss. a ton


Silver - 0.20 ozs. a ton


Wet Lead - none


At reference point elevation 9890 feet, an upper tunnel approximately


125 feet in length has been drifted along the fissures. Relatively large


stoped areas were observed and considerable amounts of galena and oxidized


ore minerals remain. Near the portal of the tunnel, the mineralized areas


are strong and approximately 8 feet along the drift contains good bedded


ore. The stronger galena "shows" seldom exceed one foot in thickness


although "sand carbonates" and ocherous material flank the latter. About 25


feet beyond this point a northeastfault of vertical dip is intersected by a


northwest fault. These frectures may have caused localization of ore in this


area along the fissure. This point is directly under a large undeveloped


gossan zone on the surface. Near the portal, vertical pipe-like openings .


(old water courses) contain ore in places. The largest opening connects


with the Hudson Tunnel approximately 200 feat below.


Immediately south of the portal of the upper tunnel a small northeast


trending fissure contains about 3 ft. of lead ore along bedding and in the


vertical fissure proper. This outcropping is on the surface and has not


been developed.


BUDSON TUNNEL:


At reference point elevation 9687 feet is the portal of the Hudson


tunnel. Sample No. A consists of a composite grab sample of the Hudson


tunnel dump. It analyzed as follows:


Gold - 0.04 ozs. a ton


Silver - 5.80 ozs. a ton


Wet Lead - 17.80 %
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The portal of the Hudson tunnel is caved thus it was necessary to


examine the underground workings of it by climbing down the open water


course that connects the upper tunnel (reference point elevation 9.890


previously described) with the Hudson tunnel.


Time did not permit a complete examination of all the workings of


the Hudson tunnel but sufficient work was done to show the pattern of


localized ore shoots along northeast trending fissures where they in-


tersect the main fissure vein. The nearly vertical northeast trending


fault exposed in the upper tunnel was observed on the Hudson tunnel level


and here also contained strong shows of ore minerals. Approximately 50


feet north of this point considerable overhead stoping had been performed


in the past and lead ore of approximately 3 feet in thickness renains,


the central l ft. of which is excellent ore. A cross cut sample of this


ore (sample No. 3) analyzed as follows:


Gold - 0.015 oss. a ton


Silver - 13.20 oss. a ton


Wet Lead - 26.10 %


Little ore is exposed ·from this point northward except in the northeast


shear zones. However, a northwest trending drift near the end of the Hudson


tunnel shows approximately 60 feet of bedded altered limestone. A composite


sample taken along the walls of this drift for 60 feet (sample No. 2)


assayed as follows:


Gold - 0.01 ozs. a ton


Silver - trace


Net Lead - 0.15


To the left of the raise that connects the Hudson tunnel with the


upper tunnel 200 feet above, is a northwest cross cut that intersects two







fissures that parallel the-main fissure. Both of these fissures are open


and contain mammillary aragonite and ore minerals. Abundant góssan material


fills the western most fissure and sample No. 7, that consisted of hard


lumps of limonitic _material, assayed as follows:


Gold - 0.02 ozs. a ton


Silver - 0.25 oss. a ton


Wet Lead - 2.50


No fines were included in this sample.


Total production from the Hudson tunnel is not known, but considerable


quantities of good ore must have been extracted from the several stopes ob-


served as the walls still show some unmined ore and where the central portion


of the fissure still remains such as sample No. 3, an approximate appraisal


of the type of ore mined can be surmised. Early operators must have sorted


the ore to essentially pure lead minerals, because the Hudson tunnel dump


contains no quantities of visible galena but still assays 17¾ lead and


about 6 oza. silver (sample No. 4) per ton.


OLD MOON CLAIM:


Various workings on the fissure were noted from the dump of the Hudson


tunnel looking south. The surface expression of the fissure is very pre-


nounced (see attached photo). Time did not permit an examination of these


workings, although it is believed they will be similar to what has already


been observed on the Red and Black Oxide claims. Good ore is reported by


Victor Cottino and James Williams to be developed.


Respectfully submitted,


CRAMER & BURANSK


/s/
Louis W. Cramer


/s/


July 20, 1950







, Bold limestone cliffs that constitute
much of the west face _of the range in the
vicinity of the ore deposits. Note massive
character of the limestone.







Grass root discovery in 1949 on Red Oxide Claim -- reference
point elevation 10,160 - from which 27 tons of silver-lead ore
was shipped.







Undeveloped surface outcrop of silver-lead ore below Hudson
Tunnel - Black Oxide Claim.







Looking south across Lincoln Canyon at
fissure from Hudson Tunnel duinp - reference
point elevation 968 . The four tunnels on
the fissure (Old Moon Claim) are faintly
discernible.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT
To Accompany Geologic Map of


M.t. Washington - Lincoln Area, Nevada


The area covered by this map and report covers an area approximately ten
' miles E-R across the range, by five miles N-S, a total of fifty square miles.


The rocke of the area are a thick quartzite terrain overlain by a succession
of fairly thick shale and limestone formations in aggregate several thousand feet
thickness, which probably range in age from the beginning to late Cambrian. .The
approximate thicknesses of the units are given on the stratigraphic column on the
map. From aerial observation during the photographic flight, the quartzite
(Prospect Mountain formation) extends with fairly flat bedding to the top of Mt.
Wheeler about five miles to the north, which would give a total thickness of more
than 5,0Q0 feet, of which 2,000 feet are represented in the mapped area. .


The Cambrian formations of the area dip generally gently southerly from the
contact with the quartzite. The highest point of the contact is about 5,000.
feet south along the quartzite ridge extending down from Pyramid Peak. This bas-
al conta,at runs generally E-W through the range. The basal Cambrian. formations
(Pioche Sh. and St. Lawrence 1s.) have a domal relation to the intrusive quartz-
monzonitegyry exposed in the N-E. quadrant of the mapped areBLIK'.
WEiëÍñr Mines prospect is on a longitudinal fissure which is symmetric with the
inferred extension of the aforementioned quartzite ridge. The strata shows/a
gentle antiginal folding with respect to the ridge, to the east and west from
the nearly N-S ridge line. This indicates that the fissure may be a longitudi-
nal anticlinal fracture.


The basal Cambrian units - the Pioche shale and St. Lawrence limestone -
on the west side of the ridge are apparently conformable with the underlying
quartzite and overlying thick bedded Lincoln limestone with very little fold-
ing. However, on the east side of the .ridge there is considerable distortion of
the units - twisting and folding -.south and southeast of the QMP. There is al-
so apparent thinning of the clastic units northward along the quartzite ridge.
This indicates a thrusting from the southeast (parallel to the bedding for the
most part) in which the quartzite ridge line below the Mt. Wheeler Mines frac-
ture was a structural buffer protecting the relatively soft Pioche shale and St.
Lawrence limestone to the west. Those rocks on the east side of the ridge lack-
ing the protection of the ridge were compressed between the underlying competent
quartzite .and the overlying moving thick limestone units and suffered marked
folding and twisting. There is a possibility that the intrusion of the QMP was
accompanied by compression and movement and was responsible for the distortion;
however, the lack of crosscutting relationships or displacements along the con-
tact zone minimize this possibility. Some of the domal relationship around the.
QMP may be the result of later isostatic adjustment - somewhat of a piercement
activity.


The ore mineralization was probably derived from the magmatic activity
responsible for the quartz-monzonite-porphyry (QMP) and related dikes, which
are well exposed in the N-E and N part of the area. The QMP is surrounded
principally by quartzite showing considerable hydrothermalilteration. For a
few thousand feet where the QMP comes .into contact with the Pioche shale-St.
Lawrence limestone formations, there is considerable typical contaci-metamor-







phic alteration and mineralization (which the writer believes from study of
many such areas, is probably only "contact" in that the late-magmatic hydro-
thermal solutions permeated the QMP readily and were impeded by the surround-
ing rocks, giving a shall of alteration which has an apparent contact-rela-
tionship - but which in fact is a late-magmatic type mineralization). The
spatial relationships of the rock masses in the N-E area suggest that the
QMP assimilated the bulk of the aforementioned 5,000.feet of quartzite during
its formation. There is no evidence of the quartzite being removed prior to
intrusion by faulting. Also where the quartzite-QMP contact is exposed, the
quartzite shows mixed-rock type alteration suggestive of granitization. The
QMP itself is a very light-colored rock which indicates that the.ferromagnes-
ian minerals are originally in small amorat or have been bleached by late or
post-magmatic hydrothermal activity, most likely the latter. This late-magmat-
ic activity (from recent study of many square miles of such mineralized areas
in the Basin-Range Province) represents the passage of great volumes of dilute
aqueous colutions which alter (expressed in greatest part in field study by
bleaching) many cubic miles of rock. The amount and type of alteration depends
on the temperature, pressure, and composition of the late-magmatic solutions,
and the porosity, permeability, and reactivity of the rocks through which they
migrate. The number of variable factors vitiate a calculable analysis of a
particular area. However, generalizations may be made to the effect that:
the larger the bulk and reactivity of the late-magmatic solutions, the larger
and better the grade of the related orebodîes. The estimates of the writer
are based on objective and empirical comparative field-relation observations
rather than detailed chemical and petrographic analysis of the rocks involved.
The observations of the writer (of which this distriët is one of many) are in
general agreement with the published studies of Sales and Myers who relate al-
teration and mineralization to a "field" concept of iso-intensity irregular
ellipsoids, and also to the work of T. S. Lovering who has found more than one
stage of alteration and mineralization in the history of formation of a miner-
alized district. The writer believes that a combination of the.two concepts
is of most general application, in which more than one stage of alteration and
mineralization are represented, and for which stages individual iso-intensity
representation is generally possible. The iso-intensity fields of the individ-
ual stages are variable in their spatial relationships. The above generaliza-
tions are included in this report as they are a part of the basis of analysis
and evaluation of the district. The details of the stages and iso-intensity .
fields as shown by present preliminary stúdy are too indistinct and controver-
sial to include in this report. In a general way, Ëñey indicate that sýatially
the Mt. Wheeler mine prospect is on the S.W. edge of the coincidence of iso-
intensity and stage which are required for large orebodies of mineable grade,
and that exploration to the north and east will probably provide stronger min-
eralization.


The writer believes that a necessary basis for a reliable analysis and
evaluation of a mineralized area is the study of a large enough area to show
all the rocks, structures, alteration, and mineralization closely and geneti-
cally related to the potential ore deposits - in general at least twenty or


• thirty square miles, with a sound knowledge of the regional setting. The most
.efficient approach to such a study in a new area is the stereoscopic study of .
large-scale vertical color air photographs. A study of thousands of square
miles of mineralized area this past three years, checked by ground investiga-
tion and independent mapping by other geologists, has shown that such prelimi-
nary studies (of which this report is typical) are in general from 75-90%
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accurate in delineation of the geologic features.necessary to analyze and eval-
( ; uate an area. The large-scale color photographs which are the basis of such


study contain several times the detailed information with shadings than can be
represented on the preliminary map. That additional detailed information pro-
vides a better basis for precise estimates of particular areas than the map -
which is a generalisation and simplification - though the map shows graphically
those larger features fundamental to any evaluation. (The writer realises that
such an approach to mineral exploration is new and unconventional in the mining
industry and will probably not be independently substantiated by other geolo-
gists for several years.)


In Summary: The study of the writer indicates that the Mt. Wheeler Mine
prospect is on a strong, unique frActure along an anticlinal ridge. The proxim-
ity of a large quartz-monzonite-porphyry intrusive, with accompanying late and
post-magmatic hydrothermal activity, together with the favorable beds for miner-
alization (in the Pioche shale and St. Lawrence limestone) at depth on the
fracture, indicate that the Mt. Wheeler Mine is worthy of exploration. The
logistics of the situation favor the proposed tunnel at the head of the.main
part of Lincoln Canyon¿ , (The type and amount of ore minera zation
that has been f6 nd and mined along the surface of the prospectain out of the
province of the writer's study and do not enter into his evaluation. That they
do occur in a logical position in the geologic situation is coincidental. The
mineralization would be anticipated by the study of the writer as indicated by
the map and report, though it had not already been mined.)


. P.tA. Layland r


November 20, 1950
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


SEP 12 1952\


Nr. James D. Wilitaas, President
Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc.
P. O. 3ex 150
Salt Lake City 10, Utah


Re: Docket No. Wh-891 (Leat- ine)


Dear Mr. Villiame:


This will acknevledge receipt of your letter of Sept--
ember 8, 1952, in which you agreed with our suggest ion that the
file of the above mmberet application be closed. Therefore,
year toeket is being †,aken from the active file and sent to
the olosed files.


If in the future it should develop that you again wish
to make application for exploration assistance, we will be pleased
to consider your request.


Sincerely yours,


C. O. lvnttendorf


AGKeat ing-mb Administrator
September 1952
Copy to: ocket


Adm. Reading File
Operating Committee
Mr. Keller (2)
Mr. Keating
Mr. 3ishop
Mr . McKnight
Region III (2)







MT. WHEELER MINES, ING.
P.O.BOK 150


SALT LAKE CITY 10,UTAH


September 3, 1952


Mr. C. O. Mittendorf, Acting Administrator
Defense Minerals Administration
United States Department of the Interior
Washington 25,. D.C.


ilEPAnthiENT OF THE INTERIOR
Oefense Minerals Administration


RECEllED


SEPS 1952


Re: ML. Wheeler Mines, Inc.
Docket No. DMA-89X (Lead-Zinc)


Dear Mr. Mittendorf:


Thank you for your kind letter of July thirty-first concerning
the disposition of the above captioned application. -


We are in agreement with your suggestion that the file on
this application be closed. Geological information gained thus far
under the exploration by DMEA-2082-Tungsten, Idm-E248, has materi-
ally altered our concept of the overall program and it would be
quite impossible for us to present an integrated application at
this time covering the two projects.


We wish to thank you and the Lead-Zinc Branch for the manner
in which this application was processed. At some appropriate
future time we undoubtedly shall submit a new application cover-
ing this exploration.


Sincerely yours,


MT. WFFT.FR MINES, INC.
By


JDW-K
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF ÌHE INTERIOR Keating


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION TeRef
O O - -- --
pp WASHINGTON 25, D. C. ...


Mr. James D. Williams, resident - -----
Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc. ---------
P . 0 . Box 150 -- ------------


Salt Lake City Utah ---- ------------


Re: Docket No. DMA-89X (Lead-Z Eng)-¯¯¯ -


Dear Mr. Williams: ------------- ---


This refers to your letter of May 6, 1952, addressed to
Mr. Moulds of the Base Metals Division, in which you request the
above-numbered application to be hald in abeyance pending comple-
tion of your contract No. Idm-E2h8, executed January 29, 1992.


The explorationas.outlined inthe contract and the over-
all program desbribed in your letter contemplates extending the ex-
isting Pole Tunnel a distance of 4,300 feet to reach a possible
downward extension of a . tungsten outcrop, and then an additional
3,100 feet of drifting to reach a downward extension of a lead-zinc
outcrop. The terms of the contraët provide that much of the advance
is contingent upon the result of previous work.


It 'appears that by the time you are prepared to proceed
with the program of exploration under Docket Noi DMA-89X, it mL 11
probably have to be extensively.revised. Under the cercumstances,
it would seem best. to consider closing your file as to the applica-
tion presently subriitted and when you are again prepared to proceed,
a new application earl be made under the conditions which will obtain
at that time.


ill you be kind enough to advise this office whether you
plan to proceed reasonably soon under your application Docket No.
DMA-89X, or if yáu wish to make a new and revised application. Un-
less word is receiväd from you within thirty days, it will be assumed
that you are no longen interested and your file will be closed.


Sincerely yours,
AGKeating/mb
July 30, 1992 /s/ C. O. Mittendorf
cc to: Docket


Adm R. File Acting Administrator
Operating Comm.
Mr. Keller (2)
Mr. Keating
Mr. Bishop
Mr . McKnight C C
Region IV O 00
Chron yp







MT. WHEELER MINES, INC.
P.o.eux iso


SALT LAKE CITY 10,UTAH


May 6, 1952


Mr. D. E. Moulds, Chief
Base Metal Division
Defense Minerals Exploration Administration
United States Department of the Interior
Washington 25, D.C.


Re: Docket No. 89-X, Lead-Zinc


Dear Mr. Moulds:


Thank you very much for your letter of May first regarding the above
captioned exploration application. Our reply to your communication of Feb-
ruary 14, 1952, has been delayed in order that we might investigate the
possibility of performing the lead-zinc exploration project thru the facil-
ities in Pole Canyon where we are currently driving an adit under DMEA-2082-
tungsten, contract Idm-E 248. There appear to be a number of cogent reasons
favoring such a revised program and we wish to give you our thinking at the
moment.


We have just passed thru a very severe winter in that area; a total
snowfall of 182" at 7,800 foot elevation, and studies made in Lincoln Can-
yon during the winter-indicate that operations would have been extremely
cosdÿand perhaps even impossible. Several snow drifts in the lower portion
of Lincoln Canyon measured approximately 50 feet deep and 200-300 feet long.
across the entire width of the canyon. It is very doubtful that we will be
able to get to the Bonanza tunnel much before July 15. However, under the
same conditions, we were denied access to the Pole tunnel for only six weeks
during the entirè winter.


We have completed a very substantial camp just below the Pole tunnel
and have installed facilities at the mine for mechanized advance of the .
main Pole adit. Extensive geological surface studies made last fall strong-
ly indicate commercial tungsten occurrences at a point 4300 feet in advance
of the present face of the Pole adit, and this point is within 3100 feet
of the St. Lawrence fissure. Therefore, if we are succeÃsful in our tungsten
exploration to this point, it would seem good economics tÀ drive the remain-
ing 3100 feet as the lead-zinc exploration, thus saving coûtly road and camp
construction in Lincoln Canyon and other duplication of mi ing facilities.
We have discussed this program with the U.S.G.S. field team assigned to our
project and we are authorized to state that they concur in our conclusions.


In view of the foregoing, we respectfully request that our application
for an exploration project, DMEA-89-X, be held in abeyance pending the com-
pletion of our Pole tunnel tungsten project now under way. By that time we
should be in a position to evaluate this revised program for the lead-zinc
project more fully. I am enclosing a map of the overall project for your
information.







Mr. D. E. Moulds, Chief
Base Metal Division
No. y-2-


Thank you for your kind consideration in this matter.


Sincerely yours,


James D. Williams
President


JDW-K


Encl.
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SURNAME:


UNI.TED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHING ÒN 25, D. C.


787 1 952


Mr. James B. Williams, President
Mt. Lincoln Mines, Inc.
218 Felt Building
Salt Lake City, Utah


Re: Docket No, DMEA 89X


Dear Mt. Williamos


A review of the Defense Minerals Exploration Administration
files indicates that on February 14, 1952, a letter was united to you
requesting additional information and material relative to your appli-
cation for exploration project assistance.


Since we have received no word from you regarding this appli-
cation, we would appreciate your advising us if you are still interested,
or your request to withdraw in the event you no longer desire Government
assistance under the requirements of Mineral Order-§.


Sincerely yours,


D. E. Moulds, Chief
Base Metals Division
Defense Minerals Exploration


DEMoulds/hm) Administration


5-1-52
CC to: Adm. Reading Files


Docket File Copy
Region IV
Ef. Bishop
Mr. McKnight
Ef. Moulds
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


%u se DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


Mr. James B. Williams g31
218 Felt Building
Salt Lake City, Utah
Daar Mr. Wil11amas Re: Docket No, REA 891


Tentative approval has been given to your proposal ¯¯
accomplish exploration work on the St. Lawrence Fissure. The work
to consist of approvirnately 2100 feet of adit from the Bonansa tua-
nel to the fissure, approximately 2400 feet of drifting on the fis-


. sure to explore intersection of the St. Lawrence and Canaan fissures.
700 feet of raising and 5000 feet of diamond drilling to be done at
favorahle sites in the drift to further explore the area.


In view of the November 1950 date of your initial appli-
cation, we vill appreciate being brought up-to-date on your desire
to participate under Mineral Order 5 in this program. We also be-
lieve that a change has been made in the name of the organization to
Mt. Lincoln Mines, Inc., instead of Mt. Idheeler Minea, Inc. now ap-
peari¤g as the e.pplicant.


Processing of a contract for this work will require that
you furnish the following information and material.


(1) Executed copy of assignment of leases and appli-
cation to Mt. Lincoln Mines, Inc. as is shown on
the Landlord's Subordination forma, for the two
groups of claims involved.


(2) A breakdown of estimated costa for labor, supplies,
equipment, supervision, engineering, etc. necessary
to accomplish the crossentting, drifting, raising
and drilling.


(3) In£ormation as to any work accomplished or other
changes made relative to the project as presented
in your application.


Upon receipt of the above information and material in satie-
factory form and content, a contract will be drawn up for final approval.


DEMoulds/meh
2/14/52 .
cc to: Adm. R. File


Docket File Copy
Mr. Moulds
Mr. Bishop
Mr. McKnight
Region IV


Sincerely yours,


. D. E. Moulds \


D. E. Moulde, Acting Chief
Base Metale Division
Defense Minerals Exploration
Administration .







Defense Minerals Administration pf-//, 4, y


Review of Application for Exploration Assistance


Docket No, DKA-89X
Iba Mr. C. O. Mittendorf


Commodity Lead, zine


Total Amount Š250,000


Govt. Participation 50f, #125,000


1. Name and Address of Applicant Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc. (see attached sheet)


James B. Willimas, President, 218 Felt Building, Salt Lake City, Utah


2. Location of Property St. Lawrence Mine. T. 12 N., R. 68 E., MDBM


Mt. Washington Minine District - White Pine County, Neygda


3. Mineral or metal Lead-sino Is it listed in Section 9 of MO-57 Yes


If not, application will.be rejected.


4. Geologic probability of discovery--based on data in application
(question #16, 17, 18, 20 and 22)*


Mines or Survey reports, etc., do you rate chances:


a) Good See field report


b) Poor


c) None .


d) Don't know--needs field examination Bas been examined


e) Is there an alternative and favorable project? See attached sheet
(If so, attach an explanation)


5. Is the applicant's right to the property clearly stated? See attached sheet
(question 5, 6, 7)*


6. If applicant is a lessee, is a copy of the lease attached? Yes


Does the lease have sufficient time to run to cover a future


productive period? Yes


*question numbers are those of MF-103


Page 1 of 4 pages







D£A-89X


1. The application was made in the name of the Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc.
According to the field temn report, the Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc. is
assigning its lead-zinc property and application to the Mt. Lincob1
Mines, Inc. No such transfer or onended application has been filed.


L. (e) H. C;. Miller, Executive Officer, believes that the project should
consist of the following. First, a detailed geologic study of the


area mad pinpointing of drilling targets. . Drilling of a few holes, up to
1300 ft. in length to -determine if the bed is mineralized. Estünated
dost is $50,000. If no ore is found, the project would be abandoned. If
ore is encountered, the remainder of the program - crossoutting and drift-
ing - would be done by private capital.


This suggestion has been rejected by both the exonining teen and the
present reviewers. The feasibility of investigating by drilling an ore deposit
of this type in which the targets are the intersections of relatively narrow
fractures with a favorable horizon is questionable when the depth is 1300 ft.
or more, and as the project is geologically worthwhile, it is believed
that.the manner of investigation of the deposit should be such that the
results will be waequivocal.


5. The leases covering the St. Lawrence and Bonanza groups of mining claims
were made in the name of James B. Willions. A copy of these leases are
attached to an amended application by the Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc., covering
their tungsten property, now in the custody of G. Selfridge - Room 3528,
Interior Building. No assignment of the leases from Jones B. Williams to the
applicant company can be found.







7; Are subordination agreements necessary? Yes


a) MF-201?


b) MF-2027 Attached, but between owners and Mt. Lincoln Minas, Tnn.


8. From the data presented, does the proposed project appear feasible from


the point of view of:


a) Available manpower Yes


b) Equipment and supplies Yes
(question 14 plus general knowledge of availability)*


c) Accessibility (question 12)* Yes, after access road


d) Water (question 13)* Yes


e) Power (question 13)* Yes


Is a field check needed on any of these points? No


9. Does the experience of the applicant appear to be adequate to assure that


he can properly conduct the proposed project? (question 4)* Yes


Is a field check needed on this point? No


10. Exhibit A. (question 21 and 22)*


a) Is the project adequately described? Yes


If not, are there sufficient data given so that you can describe


the project? If so, attach a draft.


b) Is there an adequate map or sketch of the proposed work? Yes


c) Is the proposed work "exploration" under the definition of


Section 8, MO-57 Yes


If not, what part of it is?


Page 2 of 4 pages
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EXHIBIT A


10. Exploration project The applicmat wishes to explore two favorable
horizons in the St. Lawrence linestone at the intersection of a str&ng
N-S fracture zone (the St. Lawkence fissure) and an E-W shear zone. Ib
accomplish this the applicant proposes to extend the Bonanza tunnel
211000ft. fram the Lincoln canyon to intersect the St. Lawtence fissure
1,600 ft. below its outcrop. A drift'will then be driven 3,400 ft. along
the fissure mad at the intersections with the cross fracture zone three
raises, totaling 800 ft. will be driven to the favorable horizons. In
addition, 5,000 ft. of diamond drilling will be done from underground
into the upper mad lower linestone beds. Total estinated cost of the
project is:


2,100 ft. of crossoutting at $30/ft................‡ 63,000
3,400 ft. of drifting at Š50 ft.................... 102,000


800 ft. of raising at $30/ft..................... 24,000
5,000 ft. of diamond drilling at Šk/ft.............. 20,000
Road construction and repair....................... 5,000Supervision and overhead........................... 15,000
Contingencies...... ' .. 21,000


$ 250,000


The work will be done on a contract basis.


Fixtures and improvements Construction of 1,200 ft of road..$ 3,500


Operating equipment None


Labor and supervision Work will be done under contract


Supervision for 18 months.........................# 15,000
Rehabilitation and repairs


Grading and repair of access road...... .Š 1,500
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Is this part a worthwhile exploration project?


d) Are the cost estimates detailed? Yes


Can they be summarized, as on page 2 of Procedural Instruction 5-A,


They are summar-
from the available data? If so, attach a draft·ized in attached


Exhibit "A"
e) Are the cost estimates reasonable?No,according to field team


f) Should more information be requested from applicant? No


g) Is a field examination necessary to complete Exhibit A? Bas been made


11. Exhibit B (question 23-d)*


a) Is it applicable? No - not for exploration program


b) If so, are sufficient data furnished? If so, attach a draft.


c) Is a field check needed?


12. Exhibit C (question 23-e, f and g)*


a) Is it applicable? 100


b) Sufficient data? If so, attach a draft.


c) Are rents and charges reasonable?


d) Is a field check needed? No


13. Exhibit D (question 23-a, b)*


a) Are there sufficient data? Yes. All work to be done by contrget.


b) Is the schedule adequate for the work proposed? Yes


c) Is the schedule excessive for the work proposed? No


d) Are the proposed wages and salaries reasonable? Yes as revised by field
team


e) Is a field check needed? No
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14. Exhibit E (question 23-c)*


a) Is it applicable? No


b) Sufficient data?


c) Reasonable?


d) Field check needed?


15. In your judgment, can the proposed work be done in the proposed


time? I**


(All exploration must be completed within two years)


16. If field examination is not needed, attach your recommendation.


17. If field examination is needed, do you have any speciai instructions for


the field team not indicated by your answers to the foregoing


question?


Reviewed by: Erwin J. s GS 1-23-52


L. L. Farnham, ad /


0. M. Bishop,
Date 2-11-52
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16. This is a "long-shot" geologic gamble that could possibly result
in a significant discovery of lead-zinc ores. Inasmuch as the
project is looked upon with favor by competent private geologists
as well as the WA field examiners, it is recommended that the
exploration be approved with the changes in costs as suggested in
the report by the field team.







Defense Minerals Administration ·Ÿ~//-4


Review of Application for Exploration Assistance


Docket No. DRA-893


1b a Mr. C. O. Mittendorf
. Commodity Lead, sine


Total Amount $250,000


Govt. Participation


1. Name and Address of Applicant ut. Whenter Minna, Tun. (ann ntennhan nhant)


Jones B. Willions. President. 218 Felt Building, Salt Lake City, Utah


2. Location of Property .9+. T.nww.nna Mina, 9. 19 m a n. An p., unny


Mt. Washington Mining Distrint.- Whit.a Pina County, Nawnda


3. Mineral or metal Lead-nina Is it listed in Section 9 of MO-57 ygg


If not, application will be rejected.


4. Geologic probability of discovery--based on data in application
(question #16, 17, 18, 20 and 22)*


Mines or Survey reports, etc., do you rate chances:


a) Good See field report


b) Poor


c) None


d) Don't know--needs field examination Han hann nunminna


e) Is there an alternative and favorable project? See attached sheet
(If so, attach an explanation)


5. Is the applicant's right to the property clearly stated? See attached sheet
(question 5, 6, 7)*


6. If applicant is a lessee, is a copy of the lease attached? Yes


Does the lease have sufficient time to run to cover a future


productive period? Tea


*question numbers are those of MF-103
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1. Te application was made in the name of the Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc.
Agoording to the field team report, the Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc. is
adsigning its lead-zino property mad application to the Mt. Lincoln


. Mi s, Inc. Ih> such transfer or amended application ha6 been filed.


. (e) È. C. Miller, Executive Officer, believes that the project should
bonsist of the following. First, a detailed geologio study of the


are and pinpointing of drilling targets. Drilling of a few holes, up to
130 ft. in length to determine if the bed is mineralized. Estinated
dos is #50,000. If no ore is found, the project would be abandoned. If
or ip encountered, the remainder of the program - crossoutting and drift-


ng -twould be done by private capital.


is suggestion has been rejected by both the exanining team and the
esent\ reviewers. The feasibility of investigating by drilling an ore deposit


dì this type in which the targets are the intersections of relatively narrow
fracturey with a favorable horizon is questionable en the depth is 1300 ft.
or more, 'cand as the project is geologically-worthwhile, it is believed
th t the\manner of investigation of the deposit should be such that the
re ults will b iunequivocàl.


. The leases covering the St. Lawrence and Bonansa groups of mining claims
wer‡ made in ghe name.of James B. Willions. A copy of these leases are
attached to ap amended application by the Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc., covering
thegr gungsten property, now in the custody of G. Selfridge - Roan 3§g8,
Int#rior Bui ding. No assignment of the leases from Jones B. Williams to the
applicant co pany can be found.







r 7. Are subordination agrTements necessary? Yes
/ '


a) MF-201?


b) MF-2027 Attached, but between owners and Mt. Linen1n Minna, Tnn.


8. From the data presented, does the proposed project appear feasible from


the point of view of:


a) Available manpower Tea


b) Equipment and supplies Yes
(question 14 plus general knowledge of availability)*


c) Accessibility (question 12)* Tes, after acoege road


d) Water (question 13)* Yea


e) Power (question 13)* Yes


Is a field check needed on any of these points? No


9. Does the experience of the applicant appear to be adequate to assure that


he can properly conduct the proposed project? (question 4)* Yes


Is a field check needed on this point? No


10. Exhibit A. (question 21 and 22)*


a) Is the project adequately described? Yes


If not, are there sufficient data given so that you can describe


the project? If so, attach a draft.


b) Is there an adequate map or sketch of the proposed work? Yes


c) Is the proposed work "exploration" under the definition of


Section 8, MO-57 Yes


If not, what part of it is?
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EXHIBIT A


10. Exploration pro eet The applicant wishes to explore two favorable
horisona in the St. Lawnence limestone at the intersection of a string
N-S fracture zone (the St. Lawbence fissure) mud an E-W shear zone. To
accomplish this the applicant proposes to extend the Bonansa tunnel
2,100 ft. fran the Lincoln oanyon to intersoot the St. Lawtonne fissure
1,600 ft. below ité outcrop. A drift will then be driven 3,400 ft. along
the fisaure and at the intersections with the oroes fracture zone three
raises, totaling 800 ft. will be driven to the favorable horizons. In
addition, 5,000 ft. of dianond drilling will be done from underground
into the upper mad lower linestone beds. Total eettnated coat of the
project is:


2,100 ft. of crossoutting at 30/ft................4 63,000
3,h00 ft. of drifting at $3 t.................... 102,000800 ft. of raising at g ft..................... 24,000
5,000 ft. of diamond drilling at $4 ft.............. 20,000Road construction and repair....................... 5,000Supervision and overhead..............•••••••••••••15,000Contingencies......................•••••••••••••••.21,000


# 250,000


The work will be done on a contract basis.


Fixtures and imp ovements Construction of 1,200 ft of road..$ 3,500


Operating equipm at None


Labor and superv sion Work will be done under contract


Supe vision for 18 months.........................$ 15,000
Rehabilitation ang repaira


Gradi and repair of access road.........s.......$ 1,500


e







Is this part a worthwhile exploration project?


d) Are the cost estimates detailed? Yes


Can they be summarized, as on page 2 of Procedural Instruction 5-A,


They are summar-
from the available data? If so, attach a draft.ised in attaohed


Exhibit "A"
e) Are the cost estimates reasonable?No,aecording to field team


f) Should more information be requested from applicant? No


g) Is a field examination necessary to complete Exhibit A? Has beau made


11. Exhibit B (question 23-d)*


a) Is it applicable? No - not for exploration program


b) If so, are sufficient data furnished? If so, attach a draft.


c) Is a field check needed?


12. Exhibit C (question 23-e, f and g)*


a) Is it applicable? No


b) Sufficient data? If so, attach a draft.


c) Are rents and charges reasonable?


d) Is a field check needed? No


13. Exhibit D (question 23-a, b)* ·


a) Are there sufficient data? Yes. All work to be done by contrget.


b)


o)


d)


e)


Is the échedule adequate for the work proposed?


Is the schedule excessive for the Work proposed?


Are thþ pr p sed wages and salari s reasonable?


Is a ield eck needed? No


Page 3 of 4 ages
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14. Exhibit E (question 23-c)


a) Is it applicable? Nn


b) Sufficient data?


c) Reasonable?


d) Field check needed? /


15. In your judgment, can the proposed work be don in the r osed


timeŸ Î


(All exploration must be completed within two y rs)


16. If field examination is not needed, attach your recomme ation.


17. If field examination is needed, do you have any sp ciali iñstructions for


the field team not indicated by your answers to te regoing


question?


INT.-DUP. SEC., WASH., D.C Page 4 of


Reviewed by: Erwin J. ynha Ga 1-?)-52


L. L. Farnhä, B


. O. M. Bis
Date 2-11-52
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16. This is a "long-shot" geologic gamble that could possibly result
in a significant discovery of lead-sino ores. Inasmuch as the
project is looked upon with favor by competent private geologists
as well as the WA field examiners, it is recommended that the
exploration be approved with the changes in costa as suggested in
the report by the field team.







AOMINisTR . WHEELER MINES, INC. E THE ig
WASHINGTON, O. C. .....ex ,


SALT LAKE CITY 10,UTAH


DEC 7 i oo AM '51
December 4, 1951


RECERVED
DEC 0=1951


Mr. G. E. Johnson, Acting Chief
lead-Zine Branch
Defense Minerals Administration
Department of the Interior
Vlashington 25, D..C.


Re: Mt. lincoln Mines, Inc.
DMA-89 Lead-Zinc
Landlords' Agreements


Dear Mr. Johnson:


Enclosed are two sets of six (6) copies each of Landlords! Sub-
ordination Agreement, covering the St. Lawrence patented claims and
Bonan-za unpatented claims, which will be dedicated to the above cap-
tioned exploration project.


We regret the long delay in securing the execution of these
agreements, but I am certain you will appreciate the difficàlty in
getting so many parties together, especially when they are located
in many different places.


We trust that you will now be able to conclude the exploration
contract at am early date.


Thank you for your kind consideration.


Very truly yours,


MT. LINCOLN MINES, INC.
By


James D. Williams


JDW-K


Egg.
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FILE COPY
SURNAME:


UNITED STATES 350
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
SEP111951


kr, James B. Willimas, President
Mt. Linooln Mines, Inc.
218 Felt Building
Balt Lake City, Utah


Dear Mr. Williansa


Before action oan be completed on your application to


explore the St. Lawrence nine in White Pine County, Nevada, for


leed-sine, it will be necessary for you to submit six copies of


the lease rad assigmaanta as well as six copies of form MF-202,


"Landlord's Subordination Agreement". Seven éopies of Form


W-202 are enclosed for your convenience.


Yory truly yours,


Enolosures


EJLyons:emp


T. P. 3111ings, Chief
Lead-Bine Branok


G 9-7-51
Copies tp: H. H. East, Jr. Region IV (2)


. Chief, Lead-Zinc Br.
E. T. McKnight 4204 GSA
R. H. Mote
Directors r. files L21¾.GSA
Br. r. filee 421¼ GSA
Administrators r. file
DRA docket fiels







OF


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


1012 Flood Bldg.
% a # X F TIIE filTERIOR 870 Market St.


e naras y San Francisco 2, Calif.
oFrice oF DEFENSE MINERALS ADMIN on


zumumm xuxummmmax
Executive Officer SEP 4-195) Exmxmaxpaux
DMA Field Team


Region III '


August 30, 1991


Memorandum


To: Tom Lyon, Chainnan, Coordinating Committee,
DNA, Interior Building, Washington 26, D. C.


From: Executive Officer, DKA Field Team, Region III


Subject: DNA-89, Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc., 218 Felt Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah


Reference is to subject memorandwn prepared by Otto Herres,
Chief, Lead-Zinc Division, DMA, dated January 16, 1961, requesting
a geological examination of the Mt. Wheeler mines.


Attached are four copies each of two reports on the
Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc. properties by R. M. Smith and D. C. Arnold,
Geologists of the U. S. Geological Survey. The two properties are near
each other and the two exploration loans requested have been assigned
the same DMA docket number (89X). As one property contaips chiefly
tungsten and the other lead-zinc, the examining geologistèrelected to
prepare individual reports. Both reports, the Region III field team
feels, need the few additional comments _given below.


Tungsten report. Of the 16,756 tons of tungsten ore belicyed
to be on the property only 359 tons measured and indicated. Al-
though the remainder magr be pzesent, the uncertainty involved is of a
high order of magnigdd. The applicante s proposal centeÑ chiefly
around driving a 2200 foot drift parallel to, and between, two veins
only about 60 feet apart and crosscutting at intervals to test them. If
the grade of ore as given is l§ WO , in our opinion the applicant should
drive his drift along one of the vËins, developing ore on it and stock-
piling or shipping the ore removed in the exploration. By this means,
the exploration could be put on a nearly self-supporting basis, and we
do not concur with the examining geologists that a #131,326 loan is
needed to explore the property. n


Lead-Zinc report. The lead-sinc report recommends the granting
of a $250,000 Toan to the applicant to drive a 2100 foot cross-cut, a
3h00 foot drift, 800 feet of raises, and 6000 feet of dianond drilling.
This work is to explore the intersections of a north-trending fissure,
east-trending cross factures and dikes, and a supposedly favorable lime-
s one bed. The sufface mineralization, although spread over a considerab1







length along the St. Lawrence fissure, yielded ore too low in grade
to be economically mined in such an area of high altitude and hepy
winter snowfall.


The proposal has considerable merit in that it might discover
a large tonnage of lead-zinc ore, but it also has high risk in that
there is no evidence, other than comparison with the Pioche district,
that the limestone bed at the fracture intersections is mineralized.
Although the applicant emphasizes the~similarity of the mine area and the
Pioche area, the surfacg mineralization is neither quite the same in
charactgr nor as rich as at Pioche.// In our opinion, it would be possible
to determine by drilling whether or not the favorable bed is mineralized
at a cost far less than the $260,000 applied for'. The first step should
be the preparation of an accurate detailed geologic and topographic map,
and the pinpointing of the drilling targets. Following this, a few holes,
up to 1300 feet in length, could determine if the bed is mineralized.
The geoTgic study should not cost more than ŠlO,000 and the drilling no
more than Šk0,000.' If no ore is encountered, the project should be
abandoned, whereas if ore is discovered, the re der of the program
possibly would be carried out by private capital, as the potential of
the mine wpuld be large if the lower limestone bed is known to be ore-
bearing.


Docket DMA-89 is being returned herewith.


Ocecutive Officer, DMA Field Team
Region III


Attachments


Copy to: E. H. Bailey, USGS.
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Docket DMA 89, Mount Wheeler Mines, Inc.


White Pine County, Nevada


SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMEDATIONS


The Mount Wheeler MLnes Inc. has applied for a development loan of


$400,910.00. The Lead-21ne Division, DMA, requested that as there are no


.measured ore reserves, the application be considered for an exploration loan


and that a field ammination be made to substantiate †,he applicantis inferred


ore reserve estimate. A field emnd nation was made July 11-13, 1951 by R.


M. Smith and D. Arnold of the Geological Survey.


The rocks in the area include quartsite, shale, and limestone of


Cambrian age. These rocks have been intruded by porphyry dikes, and are


cut by three sets of faults: north-striking fracture zones, east-striking


shear zones, and bedding shear _ sones.


, discontinuous lead-silver ore bodies have been mined fram a


north striking fracture sone in limestone at the St. Lawrence MLne. These


ore bodies are not promising, but indicate that mineralizing solutions have


passed through the rocks and may indicate ore bodies at depth. It is in-


ferred that ore bodies may be found along the fracture zones and at the


intersection of fracture zones and favorable beds.


Several conditions must be met to localize an ore body in the Mt. Wheeler


area. These conditions are as follows: (1) a favorable limestone bed must


be present at the intersection of a north-striking fracture zone and east-


striking shear zone. The fractured zone can be the locus of an orebody if,


(2) mineralizing solutions pass through the zone for a sufficient time under,


(3) the proper physico-chemical conditions.







It is concluded that the stratigraphic and structural conditions have


been met in the Mt. Wheeler area. Whether the mineralizing solutions passed


through favorahle ground for a sufficient time under the proper conditions


is conjectural, but it seems reasonable to assume that ore bodies are present


at depth. It is further concluded that the project has a fair chance of


making a significant discovery of lead-sinc-ailver ore in an area that so


far has yielded only a small production.


The applicant has estimated that the ore reserves total 904,000 tons


of lead••sine-silverore assaying 6 to 9 percent lead, 1 to 15 percent sine,


and 8.5 os. silver per ton. The examining geologists agree that the ore


bodies may well be where the applicant predicts, but consider that the reserve


figures may be too high. They have calculated the reserves on a more


conservative baaia, and estimate that the inferred ore reserves may total


Eg000 tons, averaging 6 to 19 percent lead, 1 to 15 percent sine, and 8.5


os. ailver per ton. Ore of this tonnage and grade would have a gross amelter


return value of about $$,500,000 at present prices . The estimated reserves


Market value: Lead #.17 per lb.; Zinc #.17-1/2 per lb.; Over $.90-1/2


are adequate to return the government *e share of the cost of proposed exploratory


work. The applicant's proposed program is well planned and can be completed


in about 18 months at a cost of #250,000. It is, therefore, recommended that


the Defense MLnerale Administration enter into a contract with the applicant


and make available a loan of $L25,000 to do the proposed exploration work.
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Docket DM& 89, Mount Wheeler MLnea, Inc.


White Pine County, Nevada


IRRODUCTION


Docket DMA 89, Mt. Wheeler MLnes, Inc., 218 Felt Building, Salt Lake


City, Utah, requested a Production loan of $400,910.00 to explore the St.


Lawrence lead-ailver mine near Wheeler Peak, White Pine County, Nevada. The


campany proposes to extend the Bonansa tunnel (fig. 2) 2,100 feet fram


Lincoln Canyou to cut the St. Lawrence fissure 1,600 feet below its outcrop,


to drift 3,400 feet and raise a total of 800 feet along the vein and to


diamond drill 5,000 feet into upper and lower limestone beds that are


favorable to replacement ore bodies.


A field examination was requested by the Lead-Zinc Enulch to substantiate


the applicant *a ore reserve estimate, and to determine the projects eligibility


for an exploration loan. An examination was made July 11-13, 1951 by R. M.


SmLth and D. C. Arnold of the Geological Survey with James D. HL111ams,


president, and Harry Poller, engineer, of the Mt. Wheeler MLaing Campany.


The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance given by Mr. Earl B. Youn ,


Chief Geologist, Camhined Metals Reduction Company, Salt Lake City, Utah.


Location and accessibility


The St. Lawrence MLae is in T. 12 N., R. 68 E. White Pine County, Nevada


at an altitude of 10,000 feet (fi i)
€• . The Property is 45 mLles southeast


of ELy and can be reached from U. S. HLghway 93 by a 19 mLle gravelled road


that leads southeast from the intersection of U. S. Highwaye 6 and 93. The
mLue is inaccessible during the winter months because of heavy snowfall. The


proposed exploration, however, is to be done at an altitude that will permit


year around operation after access road work and additional outaide installations


are completed.
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History and production


The original claims at Mt. Nheeler were located in the early 1870 *s.


Total production is not known but it is reported to total several hundred


tons of hand••sorted ore containing about 75 percent lead and 18 os. silver


per ton. This ore was transported on muleback for shipment to the U. S.


Smalting Co. at Midvale, Utah. Production during 1948 was 46 tons that con-


tained 19 percent lead and 8.5 oz. silver per ton.


Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc. acquired the property in 1950. In all, 15


claims have been staked.


The applicant stated that Mt. Whealer Mines, Inc. is assigning its


property and its application DM& 89 to Mt. Lincoln MLnes, Inc., 218 Felt


Building, Salt Lake City, Utah, and that Mr. Lincoln Mines Inc. has $1.25,000


available to use as its share of an exploration project. Mr. J. D. NLlliams


will manage both corporations.


The applicant also stated that he has recently submLtted a separate


application in the name of Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc., for a loan of $131,326


to explore a tungsten occurrence on the property. Both projects were


reviewed in the field.


GECLOGY


The Mt. Wheeler area is underlain by sedimentary rocks of Cambrian age.


The oldest formation in the mine area is the Prospect Mountain quartaite of


Lower Cambrian age; it is overlain successively by the Ploche shale, the St.


Lawrence limestone and the Lincoln limestone of Lower and MLddle Cambrian


L s ete en •• s t or a d th







Young, Arl B., Private report, DMA 89.


age. A columnar section of these units is shown on fig. 3.


The hospect Mountain quartzite forms the west flank of the range up


to an altitude of 7,000 feet. It is overlain by the Pioche shale which has


a thickness of 350 feet in the area and contains a limestone bed 15 feet thick


which is locally called the Wheeler bed. The Ploche shale is overlain by the


St. Lawrence limestone, a well bedded limestone 670 feet thick that contains


two thin-bedged carbonaceous limestone layers; these carbonaceous limestone


layers are considered to be favorable units for ore deposits. The St.


Lawrence limestone is overlain by the Lincoln limestone, a massive, fine


grained white limestone that is 1,300 feet thick in the mine area.


The sedimentary rocks strike eastward and dip 10°- 15° S. They have


been cut by many mall faults of 50 feet displacement or less and broken by


fractures, but faults of large displacement are noticeahly lacking in the


mine area. Three principal sets of faults were observed: (1) north-striking


vertical fracture zonea 5 to 35 feet vide that contain calcite veins up to


6 inches wide; (2) east-striking shear zones that dip about 75° N. and are


now filled with quartz stringers and veins; and (3) gently dipping shear


zones along the bedding that are now filled with quarts and carbonate stringers.


The St. Lawrence fracture zone is the most persistent of the north-striking


set and can be traced for about 2 miles over rugged terrain. It is this


exceptional strike length that justifies the projection of 2,000 feet down


dip.


All three sets locally contain mall amounts of galena and scheelite, but


minable concentrations of lead ore encountered to date have been found only in


north-striking fractures, and tungsten concentrations are only in east-striking
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shear zones near their intersections with north-striking fractures.


Porphyry dikes as much as 200 feet wide that trend northeastward cut


the sedimentary rocks. The dips of these dikes are not known, but are


believed to be northwest (fig. 3),


ORE DEPOSITS


The ore deposits that have been discovered thus far are amn11 ailver-


lead bodies along faults. The solutions that formed these bodies, however,


rose upward through a thick sequence of rocks containing beds favorable


for localising ore dePosits. The intersections of these beds with faults


are considered to be the most likely places in which ore deposits might


have been formed. The factors that may have aided in localizing the ore are


discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.


The ore bodies in the St. Lawrence mine were formed in the massive


Lincoln limestone which is about 1,300 feet thick in the mine area (fig. 3),


The ore bodies are mal ods and shoots HP to 3 feet wide camposed mainly


of galena and calcite. In places the pode are nearly pure galena, but gen-


erally they are made UP of galena stringers and crystals in the calcite.


Scheelite and fluorite were also noted in a vein parallel to the St. Lawrence


vein.


The ore bodies at the St. Lawrence mine are localized at the intersections


of north-striking fractures with east-striking shear zones. Smal l shipments


of sorted ore aggregating a few hundred tons were made from the St. Lawrence


workings, and it is reported that the shipments averaged 75 percent lead and


18 os. of silver per ton.


The ore bodies in the massive Lincoln limestone were formed by solutions


that rose upward through a thick section of rocks. It is therefore possible







that the major deposition of sulfides took place below in favorable limestone


units that have been brecciated at their intersections with faults.


Study of base-metal mining districts in the Great Basin area reveals that


the largest replacement ore deposits are commonly localized in the lower


limestone units of the Paleosoic rocks. This is true at Park City, Tintic,


Mercur, and Drum Mountains, Utah, and kreka, Groom, and Ploche, Nevada.


The applicant has pointed out that the general geology and ore deposits


of the Mt. Wheeler area are strikingly analogous to the geology and ore


deposits at Ploche. Likewiãe the early mining at Ploche was in fissures in


the upper limestone units and the bedding replacement deposits that have


yielded the great bulk of production were discovered later in the Highland


Peak limestone and the Combined Metale bed of the Ploche shale . The


Westgate, L. G. and Knopf, Adolph, Geology and Ore Deposits of the
Ploche DLatrict, Nevada: U.S.G.S. PP 171, pP 5-6, 1932,


applicant has also included reports by Arl Young and Paul a ll , geologists


InLärl and GemmLll, Paul, preliminary report of St. Lawrence MLne:


Young, Arl B., The Ploche District: Int. G4ol, Cong., Rpt of the 18th
Session, Great Britain, 1948, Part VII,


of the Combined Metals CorPoration, who have carefully analyzed the geologic


factors at Mt. Wheeler. They conclude that there is a real chance for the


discovery of ore dePosits at depth and the Mt. Lincoln MLnes Inc. is pre-


pared to participate in the necessary exploratory work to test thio con-


clusion.
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In order to appraise the project, it seems desirable to review the


factors that might influence ore deposition at Mt. Wheeler.


Several stratigraphic and structural conditions must be met to form an


environment favorable to ore deposition. The first requirement is a favorahle


bed that can be brecciated and replaced. The second is favorahle fracture


zones along which mineralizing solutions may rise, but in addition, the


faulta must be of sufficient magnitude to shatter the rock over a reasonably/


wide area so that minable ore bodies can be formed. Then thirdly, the


physico-chemLcal factors must be such that ore deposition can take place,


and lastly, the solutions bearing the metals must flow long enough to bring


in the amount of ore minerals required.


The first condition concerns stratigraphic controls. Three limestone


beds have been described in the area that may be considered likely host beds


for ore deposits. These are the Wheeler bed and two limestone beds in the


St. Lawrence limestone.


The Wheeler bed is the lowest limestone unit in the section at Mt.


Wheeler. This bed is 45 feet above the contact of the Prospect Mountain


quartzite and Ploche shale. It is 15 feet thick in this area and as it


is the lowest limestone, it may well have been replaced in shattered areas


by ore minerals. The Wheeler bed is below the level of the proposed drift,


however, and could not easily be reached except from the north end of the


proposed drift (fig. 3),


The basal St. Lawrence limestone is 30 feet thick. It rests on the


Pioche siale and would be the second favorable limestone unit. The proposed


3,400 foot drift would intersect this unit near the north face. Two fracture


zones that are projected from the surface should intersect the basal limestone
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just above the level; a raise is planned to determine whether the bed is


mineralized in that area.


The upper St. Lawrence limestone is the third unit in the section that


may be favorable for lead-silver metallisation. The limestone is 170 feet


thick, and will come into the 3,400-foot drift at the end of the crosscut.


Large ore bodies are inferred at the intersection of the bed and a dike, at ,


the §unction with the Canaan vein, and at the intersections of two fracture


zones. Two raises are planned to test the extent of ore in the bed.


The second condition, that of favorable structures is met by the north-


striking fractures and the eastestriking shear zones. None of the fractures


emndned in the area appear to have large displacements. The shattering


along them is, therefore, not intense, but openings were present that would


permit movement of salutions. The area is not as intensely faulted as many


western mining districts, but the faults and shears mapped in the area seem


persistent and probably extend to depth. The St. Lawrence fracture zone


is the most persistent of the north-striking fractures; it dontains galena that


came from below, and it seems it is Posaihle that galena ore bodies exist


below. The most likely places for large ore bodies would be at the intersections


of the fractures and shears with the favorahle beds that have been discussed.


The third and fourth conditions are harder to evaluate• It is impossible


to guess the conditions that prevailed at depth when ore depositio¤ took


place. As galena is found at the present surface it seems reasonable to


assume that galena and related minerals could have been deposited 2,000 feet


down. LLkewise, it is difficult to guess whether the solutions brought in


enough material to make large ore bodies Th
. e only way to answer the question


is to carry on the exploratory work.
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ORE RESERVES -


As the ore bodies in the St. Lawrence MLne are amn11 and difficult


of access, the applicant does not plan to carry on further exploratory


work there. The main targets of the exploratory work will be the inter-


sections of the lower favorable limestone units with fracture zones.


The applicant has estimated that the inferred ore reserves to be


expected in the block extending from the surface down to the proposed level


1,600 feet below the St. Lawrence mine workings total about 904,000 tons;


of this about 304,000 tons was considered to be ore in fissures and to have


an average assay of. 19.2 percent lead, 1.2 percent sinc, and 8.5 os. silver


a ton, the remaining 600,000 tons was considered to be ore along bedding


averaging 5.8 percent lead, 14.7 percent sinc, and 8.5 os. silver per ton.


These figures were based on the assumptions that the ore bodies of the Mt.


Wheeler area are analagous to the ore bodies at Ploche in size, grade, and .


ratio of fissure ore to bedding ore.


There is no method of accurately evaluating the assumptions, but, although


the basis seems sound, the figures appear to be rather liberal. The applicant


considers that the ore bodies will be continuous and uniformly large. It


seems more prudent to expect that metallization might be discontinuous and


the inferred reserves have accordingly been recalculated on this basis.


The examining geologists infer that ore may be present in the St.


Lawrence fissure at favorable intersections between the St. Lawrence workings


and the 3,400 foot drift over a strike length of 2800 feet, and average width


of 4 feet. The longitudinal sections of the ore blocks are shown on figure


3. The inferred tonnage of fissure ore in these six blocks totals 75,000


tons.
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It is also inferred that ore may be present along favorable beds ad•-


jacent to the St. Lawrence fracture zone,


The traces of the longitudinal sections of the inferred replacement


blocks are the same as the sections of fissure ore (fig. 3). Two beds


consi.dered to be favorable should be cut in the proposed drift. The first


bed will be the upper St. Lawrence limestone; four blocks of ore are inferred


at the intersections of the porphyry dike, Canaan vein, and two shear zones.


The second bed that will be cut is the lower St. Lawrence limestone; two


blocks of ore may be cut near the face where the shear zones cut the beds.


The grade of ore used by the applicant is based on recent shipments


from the St. Lawrence mine and is believed to be realistic.


At present prices the inferred ore tonnage would be valued as follows:


Qre in fissures Net Smelter Value


75,000 tons at $36.75 a ton $2,756,250


Bedding ore


150,000 tons at $32.08 a ton A.812.000


Total $7,568,250


Lead $.17 per lb., zine .17-1/2 per lb., silver #.90-1/2 per os.


The inferred tonnage is therefore adequate to return the governmenŠs


share of the cost.


. PROPOSED EXPLORATION


The applicant proposed the following program to prove the inferred ore:


(1) crossout 2,100 feet to the St. Lawrence fissure from the face of the


existi¤g Bonanza tunnel; (2) drift 3,400 feet north along the St. Lawrence
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fissure; (3) diamond dr‡11 5,000 feet from underground stations into


A diamond drilling program to test the favorable intersections from surface
locations has been discussed with the applicant. He feels that diamond
drilling is not practicable for this purpose. An adequate drilling program
would require 5,000 feet or more of holes from almost inaccessible locations.
The cost of such a program would approach that of the crosscut phase of the
proposed project and would be less informative than the underground program.
The precise location of the inferred ore blocks are not predictable. If a
drilling program were to be set uþ under these conditions, the drilling might
fail to locate the inferred ore bodies, whereas a drifting program can be
directed to the target and more adequately prove or disprove the inferred
ore.


upper and lower favorahle limestone beds including the Wheeler bed, (4)


raise a total of 800 feet in three locations to cut favorable beds at the


intersections with shear zones.


This program was outlined by the applicant and is based on careful study


of the engineering problema by competent engineers and geologists. The


exploration program seems well planned and adequate to do the proposed work.


It would require about 18 months to complete.


Exploration costa


The original application requested a production loan totalling ,910


of which $150,910 was for construction of a camp and for mine equipment, and


$250,000 was for exploration. The exploration costs were based on a firm


bid of $26.50 for cross-cutting but as this quotation has expired the figure


is revised upward to $30.00 per foot. The estimated cost of the exploration


program only, using revised costa is as follows:
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Cross cutting 2100 ft. @ #30.00 per ft. # 63,000


Drifting 3400 ft. @ #30.00 per ft. . 102,000


Raising 800 ft. © #30.00 per ft. 24,000


Diamond Drilling 5000 ft. @ $ 4.00 per ft. 20,000


Road Construction 5,000


Contingency allowance 21,000


Supervision and overhead 15.000


otal $250,000


0010LUSIONS AND REDOMMENDATIONS


It is concluded that an ore deposit may well be present at depth and


that the proposed exploration has a good chance of revealing significant


quantities of lead-zinc-silver ore.


The inferred ore in the block below the St. Lawrence MLue totale


225,000 tons averaging 6 percent ot 19 percent lead, 1 percent to 15 percent


zine and about 8.5 oz. of silver per ton.


The e2ploration program as outlined by the applicant seems logical and


complete. It can be áccamplished for a cost of about $250,000 in about 18


months time. It is recommended, therefore, that the Defense MLnerale


Ahnistration enter into a contract with the applicant on a matching••funds


basis to the exte¤t of $L25,000 and that the applica¤¾*s proposed exploratLon


program be approved.
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REGIONAL DIRECTOR


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


BUREAU OF MINES .
1415 U.S.APPRAISERS BLDG.,


530 SANSOME STREET,


SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIF.


Februar 2, 1991


Memorandum


To: Otto Herres, Chief, Lead-Zinc Division, ·
Defense Minerals Administration, Washington, D. C.


From: H. C. Miller, Executive Officer, Region III Field Team


Subject: Docket DMA-89--Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc.


Your subject memorandum, dated January 15, has been con-
sidered'by the DMA Field Team, Region III, and a geological
examination will be made by a geologist of the Geological Survey,
as soon as it is possible to get to the mines, which are at
elevations of 8000 to 11,000 ft. Ward Smith, of the Survey, informs
me by copy of letter he sent to Mr. Olaf N. Rove, dated February 1,
that the month of May is the earliest practical time for the work.


Consequently, as suggested by Mr. Smith in his letter to
Mr. Rove, unless we are urged to attempt an immediate investigation
under very adverse conditions, we will defer the examination until
such time as .weather conditions permit.


H. C. Miller
Regional Director, Region III


Copy to: Ward Smith, Geological Survey
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SURNAME:


'. UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


January 15 1951


Mr. James D. illiams President


218 Felt Building
Salt Lake City 1, Utah


In replying please e£er--- -------


to LEA Docket 89


Dear Mr. Williams:


Your application for a Government loan urxler provisions
of the Detense Production Act of 1950 has been reviewed by the Lead-
inc Division of the Defense Minerale Administration. Before your


application can be considered further, certain additional information
is required.


Enclosed are five copies of N.S.R.B. form 146, Application
for Government Loan. Please supply the data requested and return four
o£ these schedules to Dr. James Boyd, Administrator, Defense Ilinerals
Administration,. Department of the Interior, Waebington 25, D. C. The
Geological Survey Regional Office in Salt Iake City, Utah, will be
pleased to assist you in completing form 146 in case you have any
questions regardirig the information requested. A prompt return of this
forn will be appreciated.


Very truly yours,


0TTO HERRES, Chief
Lead-Zino Division, DBA


Enclosures 5


ALBrokaw: jeh
G-l/15/51


copy to: Chief, Isad-Zinc Division
Geological Survey - MdKnight
C. W. Merrill
S. H. Williston
J. H. Hedges
R. H. Mote
2 copies to Executive Officer


. Regional Field Tean Region 8 ;$
Base Metals Files


Files
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UNITED STATES SURNAME:


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


January 15, 1953


Memorandum yt


Tot cecutive Of£ìoer of Field Team, Region


From: Lead-Zino Division, WA


Subject: koelmt A 89


218 elt Building, Room 332
Salt Lake City, Utah


The it. theeler liines, Inc. Application as presented by
James U. Lilliams, President, has been reviewed by t.he Lead-Zine
Division.


The Application does not indicate that the property proposed
for develognent has measured ore reserves. However, it is estimated
by the applicant that the property has inferred ore as follows:
30&OOO tons lead-silver fissure ore, Ag 8.5 os. Ib 19.29 Zn 1.2¾ and


»OOO ton iead-sine replacement ore containing 8.5% Ag, 5.8§ Ib,
14.6¾ Zn. In addition 110 000 tons of tungsten ore, averaging 1. 133 '
WOz is present. These tonnages are based on analogy imith districts '
having similar geological environments. Froduction from the property
has been only a few hundred tons. The exhibits included with appli,
cation are in good detail but more information is needed regarding á
the large inferred ore reserve.


The Isad-Zinc Division therefore recommends:


(1) That the information submitted by the applicant in
requesting a loan be referred to the field for investigation.


(2) That upon receipt of the £1eld information the appli-
cation be considered for exploration grant and not a development loan.
The proposal indicates that the project is exploration rather than
development.


The committeels review of the papers indicates that the
suitability of the project in the exploration program will depend
£irst of all upon a geological enmination to substantiate the reserve
estimates made by the applicant.







The report by the reau of Mines (Region ÚÏ) referred to
by thg pplicant en old be made available to the exa ining geologidt.


ses


OTTO EBES, Chief
lead41ne Division


pproved:
A Oper r Co nittee


H. illisto Chair


H. Hedge


Olaf N. Rove


ALBrokaw:jeh
G-1/15/51


copy to: Chief Lead-Zinc Ôivision
0eologi.cal Survey - McKnight
C. W. Merrill
S.H. illiston
J. .H Bedges
R.H.Mote
2 copies to Recutive Officer


RegÜónal Field Team Region IV
Base Metals Files
Files







Mr. Herres


DMA - 89


, LEA D -U VC .


Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc.
(James D. Villiams, president)


Mr. Herres: Attached in triplicate is a letter dated .
12/12/50, from James D. Filliams, president, Mt. Wheeler
Mines, Inc. addressed to Dr. James A. ,Boyd. Also :
attached in triplicate is a phèmplet on the Pioche
District by E. B. Young.







Mr. C. kerrill y


DEFEUSE MINERALS AD R.'ISTRATION


Referral of Applications for Governnent Aid


Decast fe, DMA 89


Commodity'lead


Ume of APplicanta Mt. Wheeler Mines, Inc.


Address of Applicant: 218 Felt Building .
S. L. C., Utah


e of Property: St. Lawrence Mine


of Property White Pine County, Nevada
(6 miles south of Wheeler Peak)


Applicaties exploration and development loan


er; 11-21-90


11-27-90


e NONFERROUS METALS
. ... .. Committa 11-30-60
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December 4, 1950


Mt. heeler ¾ines Inc.
21 Felt Œd
Salt Lake City U†Ah


entlement


Your reqœs or assistance under the Defense roduction


t o' 1950 has bècn received arri is bein considerM for oli i-


bility t der the Act.


11 e Prespon ence relating to your project shoul be


identi ed with ha ocket Number A-89.


ery truly yours


L W. ERRILL, Chie
Base Metale Brarch


CWERRILLsmec


Copy to - Base Metala ranch
Lowell Moon
les
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LANDLORD'SSUBORDINATION AGREEME T


KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAS, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of ___Whiin..Pine____ ______ ___....... , State of ....... _E. ..__...____..._........._.._, described in a


certain Exploration Project Contract dated .._. _ ___....._______.......__.......___....... __........., 195...., between


Mt. Lincoln Mines, Inc.


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated


..... .17...Ÿ_»__À_Ÿ_f.9......___........_..,does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest


under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this ___15. _ _____..... day of __..._19Y.9BhBT... ........ .........., 1951..


S. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING orFICE 66589-1







ADMINißTRATION
WASHINGTON, D. C.


LANDLORD'S SUBORDINATION AG7REE


KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAs, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of .... .4. .9...?__..49..___... __... .........., State of ....._Ë.e. _.......... ., described in a


certain Exp oration Project Contract dated .......... .... ........... ., 195_.., between


Mt.. Lîncoln Mines, Îne'.


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


Now, _ THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated


....9_R...Î_L_9_Ê.......____........., does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this 15th day of _..... ..... ................, 195.. •


9. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING FFIC
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ASHINGTON, D. C.
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LANDLORD'S SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT


KNOW ALL lVIEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAS, the undersigned 'is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of __.9.4.Ÿ. ..f_ ____..........., State of __...Ë. .........._..........___.., described in a


certain Exploration Project Contract dated _____...._. __.._ .........__........._......._., 195.._, between


la. Lincoln Maca, loa.


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated ..- .............


.... .$_Î_*....$_Ë...._____........., does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this 15it11 day of ____..____ .. , 195.
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KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAS, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of _ __Wh_i_t.e Eige_ _......., State of ..._1.9Y A........ ...... ............._, described in a


certain Exp oration Project Contract dated ...... .......... ......... ..... . ., 195...., between


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under ease dated


__ÃB.ll._Ÿ>.À.Ÿ._S..._..__.............,does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this __15_th.............. day of ______Ngygmb , 195.1.•
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LANDLORD'S SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT /


KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAS, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of .... Â$9... .9.__......----------------, State of _______ggg_da ___ ____, described in a


certain Exp oration Project Contract dated ...__..................__................... ....., 195...., between


Mt. Lincoln Mines, Inc.


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated


.._f..k...Ÿ.t_À_Ÿ_R....._________.....___, does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


s
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KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAS, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of ......E.U_t_R..P.i_G.9.. ___............ ....., State of ____.... _P.$_4._..........__________........_., descr bed in a


certain Exp oration Project Contract dated __..................___..............._____.........._........., 195_.., between


Mt. Lincoln Mines, Inc.


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated


ly__9,__ 19_.59 , does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this ______l5th..__...... day of _..._...Ë9YS_ÈRT.__..... .......... .... , 1951,


W. 8. GOVKRNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 6458 1
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KNOW ALL lVIEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAS, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of White Pine ' , State of .___..Navada.__...... .... ..__, described in a


certain Exp oration Project Contract dated ____......... ___________........__......... , 195.__., between


Mt. Lincoln Mines, Inc,


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated


Novem_b_er____25, B5_Q__............, does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this day of October ...., 195.1


Presi n
ATTEST • U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING orPics 1>S4582-1


Secretary







LANDLORD'S SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT


KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAS, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of -.....Whi-t•e___P_ine_ ______________-----, State of _...............Xavaßa...............__ ., described in a


certain Exploration Project Contract dated ...._..................__..__................_______..___..., 195...., between


Mt, Lincoln Mines, Inc,


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated .... ....


No_yem_b e_r___ _25_,___R$9____........., does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this day of Octoker ............ ...., 195..1


. 3. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 10,04582-1


Secretary
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KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: .


WHEREAs, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of _.....V.hu.e__?_i_m ___ __.- __....., State of -.......__lie.mada...._____.............__....., described in a


certain Exploration Project Contract dated _.._____....___..__...._......___________....._........., 195...., between


Mt. Lincoln Mines, Inc,


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated


....l_Ig_yppber___25... 19.59.__..... ., does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this day of October . . , 195....1


ATTBST : U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1½64582 1


Secretary







LANDLORD'S SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT /


KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAS, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of 100 UMO ---, State of .... ....iktafa_..................... ..._, described in a


certain Exploration Project Contract dated ..... ................ ......................____........, 195...., between


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated


...ÃÏ.9.199 _9.?__ .£.4. .........., does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America u1ider said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this day of . ... .. .9.$..... ..... ..... , 195.7.


G OFFICE lfr -64õS2-1







LANDLORD'S SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT


KNOW ALL 1VÍEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAs, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of white Pine , State of ___________ __ I_Leada... , described in a


certain Exp oration Project Contract dated .... ............ ... .......... ....., 195...., between


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated


.f9.Y.RÈ.9.F..15.e_.À25R...__........., does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leaseholdwinterest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this day of _....___.....__Ÿ9.194.97... ....... ........., 1951.


Secretary







LANDLORD'S SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT


KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:


WHEREAS, the undersigned is the owner in fee simple of that certain parcel of ground in the


county of EMSOPi¤¤ ___.............., State of .........._.....Ik24.£4.......______...... . ., described in a


certain Exploration Project Contract dated ......_........______ ...____...._.........._______________., 195___, between


St. Uncoln MI.noo, Inc.


the Lessee of said property, and the United States of America;


Now, THEREFORE, the undersigned, as Lessor of said property under lease dated


.Ë9.Y. 9.9.E__?_i•.._RR..___.....__, does by these presents subordinate all of his right, title, and interest
under the provisions of said lease to the right, title, and interest of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract, and agrees that the lien and claim of
the United States of America under the provisions of said contract shall be prior to the under-
signed's rights to rentals or royalties under the terms of said lease; and


The undersigned further agrees that if said leasehold interest should be surrendered or if said
lease should terminate at any time prior to the expiration of the rights of the United States of
America under said Exploration Project Contract, the undersigned shall assume and does hereby
assume all of the obligations of the Lessee under said Exploration Project Contract to make repay-
ment to the United States of America according to the terms of said contract; and


The undersigned agrees to commit no act, nor assert any claim under judicial process or other-
wise that may contravene or conflict with the prior lien and claim of the United States of America
under the provisions of said Exploration Project Contract.


This undertaking and covenant shall be binding upon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the
undersigned.


Dated this day of _______.... 9199.¥ ........ ... , 195Â.


S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING GFFice 16-64582-1
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